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David Allison is the blogger behind Vibrational Match, (http://nearit.blogspot.com ) a wonderful blog
on comics and related matters that, until he stopped it for personal reasons at the end of 2009,
contained some of the best writing on comics I've read, including a remarkable series on Grant
Morrison and Chris Weston's The Filth. Here he returns to the subject one last time...

The Function Of The Filth
by David Allison

[A speculative essay on the self-regulating limits of reality/a celebration of impurity/ a
demonstration of the many sickening uses of human waste/ a manifesto for kinder, gentler
wank fantasies/a failed attempt to write a feminist critique of The Filth/ and, finally, an
embarrassed declaration that it’s time for something great ...]

1.In The End, Everybody Wins
There’s a moment in the last issue of Grant Morrison and Chris Weston’s scatological sci-fi
horror comedy, The Filth, which seems to me to perfectly capture the panic of the moment.
Greg Feely/Ned Slade, negotiator for the covert organisation known as The Hand and
weird, porno-drenched bachelor, has finally snapped. After twelve issues of black comedy
and painful existential eruptions, Feely has had enough. His pet cat Tony has died, depriving
him of the only love he knew, and now he’s taking his protest right to the very heart of things,
to his superior officer Mother Dirt.
As he storms through The Crack, Greg is confronted by his fellow Hand agent, Miami, who
reminds him that he has been recycled into the very system he’s
rebelling against. Before he was Hand negotiator Ned Slade, she
claims that Greg “wouldn’t want to know” what he was:
“You, Thunderstone, Bemmer... the whole crazy gang of social
activists... You were all gonna destroy the foundation stone of the
world.
“The system is perfect, Ned. It has to be perfect; it’s all there is.
Attacking The Hand is like attacking your own immune system.” [1]
Does this seem familiar to anyone else? As the foundations are shaken and explosions go off
all around, a wide-eyed Miami tries to stop Greg by telling him, what... that there aren’t any
other options? It’s a statement that would seem perfectly at home in our current political
climate. Don’t like the way things are going? Think that terrible acts are being carried out in
your name? Feel a bottomless pit open up inside you whenever you even think about Gordon
Brown? Find yourself choking on your own sick when you hear Shadow Chancellor/arch
bastard George Osborne give a speech to the Tory party conference in which he lays the blame
for Moneygeddon (© Charlie Brooker 2009) on over-regulation by the state? What about when
he goes on to tell the poorest UK citizens that they’re going to have to pull their socks up –
does that make you feel like punching your own face off?
Well, tough! This is the way the world works now, history has ended and there are no
alternatives, so suck it up or go home. If you’ve still got one, that is.
Vote Labour or Vote Tory: all other options have been deemed non-mutual, incompatible with
life as we know it! And may the gods help you if you want to make any bigger changes –
under the current system, your proposals cannot be countenanced!

And what’s Greg’s response to all of this? How does he react to this bold
statement?
Well, he storms out, eyes blazing like a fucking demon. But hey,
wouldn’t you? [3]

2.A Couple of Fists
to the Gut for My
Troubles
The question is, was Miami’s speech
written for our amendment or for our
approbation?
Attacking The Hand, we are told, is like
attacking your own immune system –
well, that sounds pretty stupid so it’s
obviously got be a joke, right? Normally
this would be an easy question to answer,
but Miami’s statement is in keeping with
Grant Morrison’s body of work as a
writer – the idea that the smallest part
contains the whole, “As above, so below”
, is in itself embedded in comics as
disparate as Animal Man and
The Invisibles. [4]
In The Filth, this worldview is intensely
linked to the physical world, and more
specifically, to the workings of the human
body from the microscopic level up.
Jarring changes in scale occur from page
to page and panel to panel; one minute
you’re watching gigantic sperm rampage
through Los Angeles, the next you’re
staring down into a germ-riddled floor
and realising that what you’ve been
reading is nothing more than a war
between tiny scissor-headed monsters:

[4] Animal Man is a
postmodern revision of
a silly 60s superhero
with animal powers,
while The Invisibles is
an attempt to reframe
hundreds of years of
counter-cultural
thought as the build up
to one millennial
money shot; despite
that, they’re actually
more similar than you
might think!
Both comics are an
attempt to immerse the
reader in a fictional
reality while pushing
fictional characters
further out of it, with
the idea being that
everyone ends up with a
better understanding of
the interconnected
nature of reality.

According to The Filth, whole universes exist inside your body.
Cruel germs swarm you, telling you who you are and what you
can do. Your every emission could be the end of someone else’s
world. This might sound like typical teenage boy bullshit, or it
might sound like the feverish imaginings of a sickly old man,
but both perspectives are overly body conscious in a way that
reverberates deep within the guts of The Filth.
This icky, gooey story is told by every line of Chris Weston’s
artwork. You see, in WestonWorld, almost everything bulges
with gross biological life. The stilted dullness of suburbia exists
only as a thin layer of clothing under which the true story can
be found – behind every closed door is another weathered,
leering face. Round every corner is an obscene effigy just
waiting for your eyes to feast upon it.

Indeed, in one of the later chapters (the aptly titled ‘A Very
English Nervous Breakdown’), Greg pulls the screen off his
television and discovers this creature waiting for him
underneath:
[5] There’s
another
monstrosity
spying on him
in the walls of
his house – a
human ear that
As my fellow PEP!
was hidden
Contributor Sean
behind a
Witzke once stated in an
painting. While
email, The Filth is the
less overtly
work of a man who has
grotesque than
decided that these
the
[5]
efforts are mere folly.
brain/eyes/ball
In Grant Morrison’s previous work,
the limitations of the body were routinely sack combo that
Cruel parodies of
lurks in his
transcended through a mix of science,
Morrison’s previous
magic and imagination. The relationship television, the
works abound in The
ear does
between Cliff Steele and Crazy Jane in
Filth: instead of
transform
Morrison’s Doom Patrol was able to
becoming empowered
flourish only because as a robot, Cliff was Feely’s living
when he breaks
room into an
no longer either man or woman; in The
through into
inverted skull in
Invisibles, the transvestite shaman Lord
WestonWorld, the
which he sits,
Fanny gleefully adopts a female persona
superhero known as
watching over
with no regard to what anyone might
Secret Original is
himself while he
think.
crippled by the
fawns over his
transition and spends
This sort of optimism has no place in The cat and glumly
his time bitterly
masturbates.
Filth, which seems, more than anything,
plotting revenge and
to suggest that you just can’t do the things
watching pornographic
that your precious body wasn’t meant to. [6]
re-imaginings of his
former life.

[6] Indeed, The Filth is full of reminders
that your arms are too short to box with
God. As Comrade Dmitri-9 tells Greg in
issue #3: “You can’t run away from what
you are... especially if what you are
includes the legs you run with!”
The fact that Dmitri-9 is a KBG trained
chimpanzee assassin could be taken as a
reminder that we cannot escape our
glorious simian heritage. Or it could just
be funny, I dunno.

Inherent in this is a reversal of the optimism
that is implicit in Morrison’s usual obsession
with structures and ultrastructures. Instead
of representing a multiverse full of
possibilities, the infinity of universes that are
nested on top of and within our bodies is
represented as a pointlessly brutal hell. We
stand on the edge of the abyss and what do
we see? Flesh abusing flesh all the way
down.

3.Violence She Solved Everything
So what role do The Hand play in this socio-biological mess? Well, they’re loosely framed as
anti-bodies whose job is to destroy anything that threatens Status Q: “The Way It Is”. If that’s
the case, doesn’t this have worrying connotations for the body politic? You could definitely
argue, as Susan Sontag does in Illness as Metaphor, that “The use of cancer in political discourse
encourages fatalism and justifies “severe” measures.”
Naomi Klein makes damning use of this Sontag quote in The Shock Doctrine, where its
resonances with the rhetoric used to justify everything from bloody coups in Chile to the
invasion of Iraq are obvious and chilling. The premise of Klein’s book is that free-market
ideologues have used the techniques of shock therapy to break whole cities and countries
down and rebuild them for profit. This hypothesis allows Klein to draw sixty years of history
into her narrative, and while some of her arguments are more convincing than others, this
central conceit underlines the callous brutality of the events Klein documents.
Sontag’s quote strengthens the link between Klein’s arguments and the argument that
Morrison and Weston slip into every crooked line of The Filth (and into all of the gaps between
lines, panels, pages and scenes).
“The concept of disease is never innocent,” Sontag writes, and attentive readers of both The Filth
and modern history would be hard pressed to argue.
[7] The implications that this
argument has for my
As Klein notes, the “doctors” behind these shock
interventions like to posit their cure as the only viable interpretation of The Filth are
option – and if it fails, or makes things worse as it often written all over this essay’s
“face”, but... by now you’re
does, then that can only mean that the cure wasn’t
probably a little tired of all the
pursued vigorously enough. [7]
references to other books and
Back in WestonWorld it’s rogue Hand agent Spartacus essays, I keep making, right?
Hughes who comes closest to articulating the Shock
Doctrine that Klein rails against. As a seaborne utopian Hey, what can I say – I’m
community tears itself to pieces due to his intervention, nothing more than a crude
leftist jukebox, a tired lump of
Hughes finds himself in a reflective mood: “I’m an
flesh that can’t help but spout
expert in social erosion techniques, martial arts as
this kind of shit whenever I
applied to whole societies,” he says.
consider the state of the world.
[8]

[8] Or maybe I’m just a
regular Tam Shankley,
sitting alone in my house,
reading reports full of
abuse and torture and
trying to rub one off with
my crude puppet fingers.
This seems particularly
disturbing when you
consider the fact that so
much of the violence of The
Filth is violence against
women, which might say
worrying things about my
view of gender roles in this
biological metaphor. [9]

“Taming and breaking a culture is the same as brainwashing a
human being. But it’s what happens after that interests me… The
citizens of Libertania are in soft, raw, pliable state of shock…
ready to implant new rules and a new purpose.”
The Hand eventually stops Hughes, but they don’t seem too
concerned for his victims. “We recycled all the ones worth
saving,” Miami says as she and her colleagues escape the
exploding wreckage of the Libertania, but when Hughes
rejoins The Hand in a subsequent chapter it’s hard not to feel
like he’s part of the system rather than an aberration.
What kind of worldview would allow you to walk away
from catastrophe content that nothing had been wasted? I’d
like to think that such an attitude that was pure science
fiction, but I’m afraid I can’t really pretend that that’s the
case.

4.Loosen Up and Tie Your Legs to
the Handrail
Still, at this stage it’s hopefully evident that if The Filth contains a model of human biology or
politics in it, then it’s a profoundly reduced caricature of the real thing. This is what
cartooning is, after all: a series of gross simplifications [9] Then again, perhaps what I’m
that still somehow resemble the worlds we see inside really doing here is recycling my
and around us. Which brings us to another one of the own mental detritus – trying to
themes of The Filth – pornography! (You see, in The make something new and useful
Filth the metaphors come pre-mixed, just to save us out of some of my bleakest and
commentators a little bit of difficulty. For example, least noble thoughts.
I’ve only not mentioned the fact that The Hand are
also cosmic bin men because it would give away too Maybe, just maybe, this essay is
much of my overall theme!)
my attempt to make something
As well as featuring a villain who is a purveyor of
hardcore movies and a porn-obsessed protagonist,
the style of The Filth reflects Angela Carter’s concept
of pornography:

out of all the shit in my head. I’m
not saying that this crude
structure will be of any use to
anyone else, but it’s a possibility,
and right now that’s more than
enough justification for me.

“Pornography involves an abstraction of human
intercourse in which the self is reduced to its formal elements… the probe and the fringed hole, the twin
signs of male and female in graffiti, the biological symbols scrawled on the subway poster and the urinal
wall … a language we accept as universal because, since it has always been so, we conclude that it must
always remain so.”
(Angela Carter, The Sadeian Woman: An Exercise in Cultural History)
Compare this to the philosophy of one of The Filth’s villains, the aforementioned brutalist
pornographer Tex Porneu:
“The existentialists faltered on the brink of the gaping void. “Nausea”... that’s what those limp dick
intellectuals felt. They were afraid of the big black pit. Scared of losing their weeny-weeny dickelts in

the asshole of being. Not me! By god, not Tex! I’m gonna fuck the abyss raw!”
Actually, perhaps Carter’s version of pornography isn’t debased enough for the Internet age,
with its glut of wannabe Porneus. Reading Sade’s work, Carter finds a particularly uninhibited
strain of satire, but the world The Filth presents is beyond satire. In WestonWorld it’s too
obvious that people are meat; you can see it on every line on every face. As for the fantasies we
dress ourselves up in, the creators of The Filth know just how obvious they are – the uniforms
that Hand Officers wear are designed to remind members of the public of “Freudian sex urges
they prefer to deny”, which has the effect of rendering them innocuous. The presence of this
grotesque fantasy world isn’t worth commenting on because everyone already knows that it’s
there and is slightly embarrassed by it!
[10] This piece was originally
supposed to be an extended
So what does this leave us with? What’s the function
feminist critique of The Filth
of The Filth if it’s too bleak to work as a satire? Greg
that would take the comic to
asks a similar question when he finally comes into
task for the role that women
contact with Mother Dirt, an abstract anti-womb that
played in its reductive pornoAngela Carter would surely have raised an eyebrow
biological metaphors.
at. [10] Scooping up two handfuls of the fertile shit that
makes up this oozing mess of an authority figure, Greg
Unfortunately, being a male,
asks the crucial question – “What am I supposed to do
middle class asshole, I ended up
with this?”
writing about everything except
that – such distraction being just
The answer he receives is as stupid as it is profound:
another way that the current
“Spread it on your flowers Greg,” Mother Dirt says, as
“system” reinforces its bullshit
though this simple gardening tip could ever be enough
limits.
to keep a human being going.

5.The Hope That House Built
From this perspective, The Filth looks like a cryptic statement of a simple fact. Perhaps only
after considering the horrific, meaningless brutality of the world can we move beyond “The Way
It Is”. Despite what he’s seen and done, Feely still loves his pet cat, and this almost-meaningless
act of dedication becomes a sentient virus that infects aspects of the world around him (I
know!). Transpose this into the body politic and what you have is a refreshed argument for the
ability small levels of reality to affect the large ones – change is possible, but it needs to start on
the smallest scales imaginable if it’s going to present a true alternative.
In the final moments of the series, our shared biology is reframed not as a trap, but as the
foundation for something better, something new. An un-attributed voice tells us that “Only
humans could make something kinder and better than themselves… like anti-bodies in the great big body
of nature except anti-bodies don’t get sad because they know their place.” This is a mutant strain of the
ideology that Terry Eagleton suggests in After Theory; a worldview that recognises the big black
pit at the heart of existence not as something to be fucked, but as something that needs to be
acknowledged before we can work out how to treat each other. In other words, a worldview
based on “an awareness of human frailness and unfoundedness”, as Eagleton puts it. This isn’t
another dose of the “love conquers all” bromide, or a call to find purity through pain. It isn’t
‘All You Need Is Love’ either, beautiful as that particular lie might be. This is an admission that
there is life beyond the porno-biological complex. It’s a seemingly invisible argument that turns
out to have been staring you in the face all along. The Filth is a piece of abstract propaganda
which argues that we have bodies and that “We have love”, but that what we do with both of
them is very much up to us.

I Love LA
by Andrew Hickey
In 2002 I found, more or less by accident, a
simple heuristic for finding good music. Using
this one simple rule, I've managed to
discover roughly thirty albums in those eight
years that I would otherwise never have
heard, all of which are among my favourite
albums of the last decade.
The rule is simple. Look for “Probyn Gregory”
in the credits.
Probyn Gregory is one of the great unsung
musicians working today. In Brian Wilson's
band he plays, in a typical live show, guitar,
keyboard, tannerin, piccolo trumpet, trumpet,
French horn and banjo. And he sings as well.
But the real reason he's such a good guide to
good music is that as a multi-instrumentalist
he is called on by almost every band in a
whole scene in L.A. . To my knowledge,
Gregory is a member of Brian Wilson's band,
the Negro Problem, the Wondermints, the
Mello Cads, Cosmo Topper, a Beach Boys
tribute band, Riviera and The Now People .
He's also played with Stew, Candypants,
Baby Lemonade, Carolyn Edwards, Mr
Smolin, Adam Marsland, Jeff Merchant...
That you've not heard of most of these bands
is something that needs to be rectified. While
most of these bands and artists are hugely
talented, the three most important acts from
that scene all became derailed for slightly
different reasons, and so it's never developed
the momentum for success outside of a small
group of fans (I may well be the only person
in the north-west of England who owns
albums by many of these people). The
Wondermints became part of Brian Wilson's
backing band and haven't released any new
music of their own in eight years. The same
thing happened to Baby Lemonade, who
became Arthur Lee's new Love until his death
a few years ago. Meanwhile Stew, leader of
the Negro Problem, has spent the last few
years working in musicals rather than in pop
music.

But these bands, who seem to an extent to
have an interchangeable membership
(they're usually A Songwriter plus various
musicians taken from the same 'pool', often
including Gregory and drummer Nelson
Bragg, though there are exceptions) have
made some of the most accessible,
intelligent, interesting music of the past
decade. Here's a quick guide to ten of the
best albums you've never heard of.
Wondermints – Wondermints

The Wondermints are one of the few bands from
this scene that many people will have heard of,
partly because they make up part of Brian
Wilson's band, and partly because they wrote the
theme music for the first Austin Powers film.
Led by keyboardist Darian Sahanaja and guitarist
Nick Walusko, they sound like a collaboration
between Elvis Costello and Burt Bacharach – not
the fairly disappointing collaboration that actually
happened, but the one you can hear in your head,
between Bacharach when he was writing the
Casino Royale music and Costello ca. This Year's
Model – spiky, clever, sneery New Wave pop but
with gorgeous, complex chord sequences
underneath.
All of their albums – Wondermints, Bali, Mind If

We Make Love To You and the covers album
Wonderful World Of The Wondermints are worth
getting hold of, but probably the best is their selftitled proper debut, a collection of tracks that
started out as four-track demos, and lean slightly
more toward their powerpop than easy listening
side. Proto-Pretty, in particular, the band's first
single, is astonishing, a catchy-as-hell indie pop
song with lyrics that are utter gibberish about
trilobites and DNA. But the whole thing is a
perfect example of how to make a great record of
traditional-sounding pop songs without ever
sounding 'retro', being entirely contemporary in its
sound.

Nichols sound of Cherry Picker to the torch
ballad Fake It the music is every bit as good as
Jenio's lyrics.

Candypants – Candypants

Stew – Guest Host

Lisa Jenio, the leader of Candypants, is one of the
greatest songwriters working today. She's also, as
befits a former editor of Barely Legal, one of the
filthiest songwriters working today. This album, the
only complete album by the band so far, is one of
the funniest, sexiest records ever made, with Jenio
combining stupid puns with at times quite
penetrating insight (my favourite example of this
being Sweet Judy Blume Eyes - “dry your sweet
Judy Blume eyes”, advice given to a teenage girl
after her first relationship split).

While the Wondermints make the best-sounding
records of this group of people, Stew is far and
away the best songwriter of the bunch (and in my
opinion among the very best songwriters alive).

Not that Jenio only writes about sex – songs like
Sweet Judy Blume Eyes, I Want A Pony and
Everything I Do Gonh Be Funky From Now On
show she can cover many different subjects. And
stylistically, the album is hugely varied, from the
stomping powerpop of I Want A Pony to the Roger

Unfortunately, the band's very best track, the
single Nerdy Boys (“Just four little eyes and I'm
weak in the knees/I want to live his junior high
fantasies/Just one giant brain and I'm his
unopened toy/I'm just a sucker for a nerdy boy”)
doesn't make it onto the album. But every track
that did make it would have made a great single
in its own right.

His recent musical Passing Strange was
nominated for several Tony Awards (and won
one) and has been filmed by Spike Lee, but to my
mind his best songwriting is on this, his first solo
album, with songs ranging from Into Me (a
Hammond-organ-led pop song about being
buggered with a strap-on) to Rehab (with its
absolutely audacious chorus :
“When she got out of rehab for the [nth] time she
was very very very very very very very very very
very very optimistic/very very very very very very
very very very very very optimistic”.

It takes genius to use the same word twenty-two
times in two lines of lyric, and have it be both
funny and touching), to Man In A Dress , with
backing vocals commenting on the main lyric (“I
hated Titanic you see”, “I don't even like chicken
soup”).
Stew is an obscenely talented singer and
songwriter, and it's a tragedy that he's still almost
completely unknown outside a few hipster
enclaves in New York and LA. Until recently, he
actually used to take commissions to write and
record songs for anyone who would pay him (he
wrote a song for my wedding – and a gorgeous
one, one of the best he's ever written). Go out and
buy all his records and make him rich.
Kristian Hoffman - &

skill as well as an ability to nick from the best
(Devil May Care, the opening song, manages to
steal the riff from Give Me Some Loving but turn it
into a totally original song).
But the really astonishing thing about this album
is that what sounds conceptually like a ragbag of
different styles (Maria McKee and Lydia Lunch?
El Vez and Van Dyke Parks?) manages to hold
together coherently as a thematic whole, a series
of meditations on sex and sexuality, on God and
the devil, heaven and earth. The centrepiece, Sex
In Heaven, tangles all these up into a gorgeous
ballad about castrati singers (“I guess I still can't
face the implications of this gift/there's something
pagan in the lift airborne/And why should soul
from flesh be torn?/That's what it costs to buy a
note so pure and high and so divine/No sex in
heaven, the bottom line/No sex in heaven, where
do I sign?”)
While Guest Host has the best songs of this set of
records, & is far and away the best album of the
bunch, and a contender for the best album of the
last decade – only Scott Walker's The Drift and
Brian Wilson's Smile come close to it in my
opinion.
Carolyn Edwards – Carolyn Edwards

Kristian Hoffman was a member of the art-punk
band The Mumps in the 70s, with reality TV star
Lance Loud, and has worked as Rufus
Wainwright's musical director. This album of duets
includes Wainwright (on Scarecrow, a song about
the Mathew Shepherd murder) as well as several
people whose names have already come up in this
list (Stew, Darian Sahanaja), some genuine stars
(Russel Mael from Sparks) and some very odd
choices (Mexican Elvis impersonator El Vez, Paul
“Pee Wee Herman” Rubens).
Hoffman's songwriting is witty (“It's like a hideous
chorus by the post-Mary Wilson Supremes”) and
literate (“Some postulate reward if you should
mortify the flesh/ Why should I believe you?/
Come, bruise the fruit and share the joy of produce
that is fresh”), and he has a tremendous melodic

Carolyn Edwards is the sometime keyboard player
for the Negro Problem, and while her eponymous
solo album might, at first, sound rather like drippy
female-singer-songwriterness of the Tori Amos
style (and more of the songs on this are about
feelings and relationships than any of the other
albums), a few listens show her as a subtle,
imaginative songwriter, especially the Latin-

flavoured Factory Moon, the Bacharach-esque
(actually Wondermints-esque) Shrink (the best
song about involuntarily being chatted up by a
lesbian I've ever heard), and Secret Monster (a
lovely little acoustic ballad about wanting a lover
to keep any dark side they have buried very
deeply).
Particularly impressive is the way she includes, in
many of the songs, separately-composed
introductions, often with different instrumentation
– a kind of attention to detail that's all too rare. I
also like the horror-film references that turn up in
many of the lyrics (she gets a lot of points for
referencing Lon Chaney in the first verse of the
first song, though loses some when the mentions of
werewolves make it clear that it's the inferior
Chaney Jr she's talking about).
A more low-key album than many of the others
here, this still definitely has its pleasures.

hit single – this stuff is all the kind of melodic
songwriting with crunchy guitars, with just
enough of interest to make it worth relistening
but simple enough to get across over an FM
radio.
This might sound like damning with faint
praise, but it's really not. With the other albums
here, they require some work to appreciate – not
a huge amount, but you do have to actually
listen. A track like You'll Be Around or In The
Next Five Minutes or Midtempo Trap is just an
absolutely immediate record. If any directors of
quirky indie comedies about nerds or stoners
grappling with relationships want a ready-made
soundtrack album, get hold of anything by
Chewy Marble. I understand why the
Wondermints or Stew aren't huge – I really
don't understand why Chewy Marble aren't.

Chewy Marble – Bowl Of Surreal

Brian Wilson – That Lucky Old Sun

Chewy Marble are led by Brian Kassan, the
former bass player of the Wondermints, and are
probably the most radio-friendly of all the bands
here. Inside Our Head, the opening track on this,
the band's second (and probably best) album,
could very easily be played on the kind of US
college radio station that plays Ben Folds, the Eels
or They Might Be Giants, though Chewy Marble
are less self-consciously 'quirky' than those bands.

Much of Brian Wilson's creative renaissance
over the last decade has come from his live
band, which is based around a core of three of
the Wondermints (Darian Sahanaja, Nick
Walusko and Probyn Gregory) plus former
Beach Boys sideman Jeff Foskett and Chicago
session musicians Scott Bennet, Paul Mertens
and Taylor Mills. While the band's live
performances have always been astonishing, the
studio albums Wilson had released while
working with them had been patchier –

In fact almost every track on this album could be a

Imagination (which only featured the Chicago
musicians) was appaling, Getting In Over My Head
was half a great album – but that half had been
written nearly twenty years earlier, as most fans
knew, and Smile was a masterpiece, but it was a
masterpiece that had mostly been written in 1966.
That Lucky Old Sun, on the other hand, was an
album of almost all new material, a suite about LA
commissioned by the Royal Festival Hall. It was
the first real new material Wilson's band had been
able to get its teeth into – and more than that to
collaborate on. Wilson has always been a far more
collaborative musician than his reputation suggests,
and while Wilson wrote all the music for this
album, the lyrics were by Wilson, Bennet and (on
one song) Van Dyke Parks, and Parks wrote the
linking narratives that hold the whole album
together. Meanwhile Bennet, Sahanaja and
Mertens collaborated on the arrangements.
Sahanaja has had all the credit he's due as the
band's musical director, and probably the single
individual most responsible for the quality of the
band's performances, but Mertens never seems to
get the credit he deserves for his astonishing
orchestrations, which add a new colour to Wilson's
musical palette – an almost Weimar cabaret feel
which never featured in Wilson's music prior to
2004 but now seems to be as much a part of his
style as those non-root-note doubled bass parts.

The Now People are a quartet led by songwriter
Steve Stanley (also the owner of Now Sounds
records, a great record label specialising in
reissues of soft-pop from the 60s and 70s),
featuring keyboardist Alan “Ruby” Rubens
(who actually built the harpsichord he plays on
this album himself), Probyn Gregory on banjo,
horns and exotic instruments, and drummer
Nelson Bragg (who is Brian Wilson's
percussionist and has also played with half the
other bands mentioned here). Carolyn Edwards
also often joins them onstage as an extra
keyboardist/backing vocalist, and many of the
tracks on this album were produced by Darian
Sahanaja or Nick Walusko.
Very, very rooted in the late-60s/early-70s soft
pop of Roger Nichols, the Free Design, the
Association and Curt Boettcher, this is not an
album for those who want to rock out, but if
you're interested in well-crafted songs in the
Jimmy Webb tradition, with arrangements that
keep revealing new details years after you first
hear them, then snap this one up.
The Negro Problem – Joys & Concerns

Wilson's band have energised him and made him,
along with Scott Walker, almost the only important
musician of his generation to still be making new,
exciting music.
The Now People – The Last Great 20th Century
Love Affair

The Negro Problem are a vehicle for the
songwriting of Stew, along with his musical
partner Heidi Rodewald. A baroque pop band
that have also at various times had Probyn
Gregory, Carolyn Edwards and Lisa Jenio as
members, they have a very different sound to
Stew's solo records, being less acoustic-singersongwriter and having far more inventive
arrangements.

While the band's other two albums, Welcome
Black and Post-Minstrel Syndrome, have better
titles, Joys & Concerns has the best songwriting,
including Ken, a song about the tragedy of beig a
gay Ken doll, Bleed, possibly Stew's best ballad,
and Mahnsanto, with the lovely line “everybody
oughtta have a mother or a brother who will take
them on a magical trip/to Disneyland in
winter/when everybody else is gone”.
The Stool Pigeons – Gerry Cross The Mersey
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And finally, Lisa Jenio's other band, The Stool
Pigeons, who have released two albums of
punked-up cover versions of British Invasion
songs – this one, mostly devoted to Gerry & The
Pacemakers, and Rule, Hermania!, themed
around Herman's Hermits. If you've never heard
Hello Little Girl with fuzzed-up guitar, or How
Do You Do It? with guitar and bass doubling a
grungy riff, you've never really lived.
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At first, I didn't know what was going on. I
called a friend to take me to the hospital,
where the doctor told me I was fine, and sent
me home.
But the problem was, I didn't feel fine.
That was many years ago: right at the
beginning. Some ten years later I was taken
with a sort of paralysis, thumping and
flopping of heart in the chest, shallow
breathing that couldn't get enough air.
Something like altitude sickness, something
like a heart attack, something like a stroke.
Some time earlier, I had wondered to myself
if what I was experiencing wasn't "ill health"
per se, but rather that thing they called an
anxiety attack...but I didn't know for sure,
and there was no one to ask. Not until
another friend rushed me to a doctor's office,
where a man in a white coat and a
stethoscope informed me that an anxiety
attack was just what it was. "I KNEW it," said
I, through chattering teeth and numb lips.
"Thank GOD!"
When I recovered, lots of people came up to
me and inquired about my condition, all
asking the same thing: "what set it off?"
And I had nothing more to tell them then,
than I have to tell you now:
"I think maybe I've been watching too many
re-runs of ER."
***

So here is an interesting little datum, that
to my knowledge I'm the only person ever
to remark on: in my home city of
Vancouver, B.C., once upon a time, all of a
sudden, there appeared a vast bloom of
public service announcements alerting TVwatchers and bus-travellers to the dangers
of diabetes. So where, I wondered at the
time, is the Canadian Diabetes Association
getting all this new money for advertising?
The advertisements all said the same
thing, basically:
"Don't have any of the symptoms of
diabetes? BE AWARE THAT IS ONE OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT INDICATORS OF
UNDIAGNOSED DIABETES."
A great leap forward for the CDA, to be
sure: previously, such highly-visible scare
tactics were reserved to the Big Three
diseases that were assumed to be
everybody's problem -- cancer, stroke, and
heart disease -- (actually it's really a Big
Four, not just Three, but we'll get to that
later) -- and only they could afford to
disseminate the sort of scary Chinese
Whispers that have led us, over just the
last twenty-five years, from the knowledge
that one out of every four people will get
cancer at some point in their lives, to the
knowledge that one out of every two
people will get it...to the knowledge that
every person will get it.
Next step, no doubt: three out of every
two people will get it.

That's a hell of a bottleneck, people!
If it's true.
But of course we have no way of knowing if
it's true: because we only know what we've
been told. And most of the time we don't
even know who it is, that's told us. These
messages come at us in a thousand different
ways, and under a lot of different covers:
sometimes it seems as though each nightly
news broadcast has its obligatory "cancer
spot", video sent out by various labs and
agencies to news outlets as plug-and-play
filler of the empty minutes before the sports
highlights or the weather report, with
computer graphics, sound-effects, and
suggested scripts attached...and, notably, no
matter how superficially-positive the news
actually is, it also comes with a soundtrack
that is just ominous enough to tell you what
you really need to take from the "cancer
spot"...
...Which is, that you have to think about
cancer. You have to remember, that cancer
is out there.
Because bad things will happen if you forget.
And it's nobody's fault; because as it
happens, cancer is out there! But the more
that news becomes a daily diet, the more
bad things are likely to happen because of it,
too. Heart disease and stroke also have their
version of this, but it's a slyer version:
rather than using the news, it uses popular
entertainment. And again, it's nobody's
fault...but if we've ever watched television at
all, we know perfectly well that the heart
attack always comes at that moment in
which one manages to delude oneself that
everything is fine...whereupon, BLAMMO!
You can say hello to the Big One, because
you took your eye off the ball. Ditto for the
stroke: did you forget to self-monitor today?
Then today will be the day, and you should
have known, should've known, you should
have KNOWN...
...And I know it seems now like this stuff has
always been around, but actually that really
isn't true. When I was young, we had

different sorts of endemic fears: nuclear
war, perhaps a swarm of killer
bees...terrible to contemplate, but at least
you could always say for them that they
represented a certain species of
unlikelihood.
Whereas this business of "coming up after
the break: the poison you may be
unwittingly feeding your children! And
then sports and weather with Don and
Jean" represents an utter absence of
unlikelihood. Because it's just plain going
to happen, that's all. It's just all out there,
spiralling in on you, remorselessly
inevitable...and just like the undiagnosed
diabetes, its very invisibility becomes the
proof of its existence. Its very invisibility
is its power, as the heart attack you suffer
as soon as you allow yourself to relax, and
think nice thoughts.
Which power is known as fear: the fear of
the Lysol commercial that shows a mother
spraying down the balloons at her child's
birthday party, the fear that (for that
matter) lets Lysol get away with telling its
potential customers that the common cold
is a "dangerous virus". Of course if it was
really as dangerous as all that, Lysol would
be a very poor defence against it -- at that
point we're really talking about wearing
spacesuits to the park to walk the dog.
But then again, whoever said fear was
rational? Spraying down those balloons
ought to strike us as thoroughly absurd
behaviour, and yet in fact we allow it to
pass, we accord it some kind of respect as
believable behaviour...or obviously it
would be laughed straight off the
airwaves, right, but then why do we turn a
blind eye to its palpable ridiculousness?
Eh?
I'm quite comfortable proposing that it's
because of the following tragic fact: that
there's no fear quite so ubiquitous, quite
so persistent and indefatigable, as the fear
of being at found at fault for something.
Whether it comes at you directly -- to
finally reference the Big Four's missing
member -- like a raging Frankenstein

monster of plaque, or whether it comes at you
more insidiously as the oozing subaqueous
nightmare known as gingivitis, the fear of
blame is always coming at you somehow, and
there's no defence against it...none, that is,
but the defence you already have...
But of course people don't see this. Because
that's not how fear works. What does it
matter, to Fear, if a simple, ordinary, cheap,
everyday toothbrush is already perfectly
effective at keeping plaque under control?
When this is not what people are told, at all.
Instead they're told that toothbrush
technology is constantly on the move,
because it has to be: because we're fighting a
losing battle against these 50s B-movie molar
monsters, people, and it's everybody's
problem! Don't you understand, our only
hope is that deep in his laboratory Dr. Oral-B
will have the time he needs to perfect his
Tooth-Protection Theory...! And meanwhile
look, here's one that vibrates, here's one that
comes with gears...here's one with a chip in its
head, that can all but think for itself. So I
guess it's Nobel Prize time again for the R&D
geniuses at the Butler plant -- the noble city of
our mouth lives to fight another day. We can't
thank you enough, Professor. But,
Captain...what if one of the
creatures...survived?

crowning dramatic anguish of the heartattack-due-to-happiness. Everyone
agrees that dysmorphia is rampant among
teenagers because of the mediamessaging they get, that the body is
hateful, the body is a weak reed, the body
is a betrayer...yet nothing is done about it,
and Cosmopolitan goes merrily along in its
publishing history, and why? Only
because it's extremely important that
Cosmo continues to exist in a plausiblyblameworthy condition, just in case it isn't
Cosmo's fault, but ours instead. I mean,
what if they got rid of all the magazines
and the fashion models and all the rest of
it, and the dysmorphia was all still there,
eh? Who could we blame then? So to say
it's the fault of the messages in the media
is to say something that's 100% true, but
that still misses the point completely.
Because anorexia and bulimia only cover
the first two letter of dysmorphia's
alphabet. You may be aware that today
we have such an improbable, nearinconceivable thing as schoolchildren
using steroids. And why do they do it?
Only for the same reason your daughter
may be putting her finger down her throat
after dinner. Because it isn't about
control, as you've been told.
It's about escape.

Then we pray, Susan. We pray.
You will probably say that I'm making
mountains out of molehills, guilty of stuffing
tempests into teapots. But there again, as the
anxiety-sufferer well knows, speaks Fear's
voice.
Because, what if I happened to be right?
There's the Lysol Lady, spraying down the
birthday party with Agent Orange...and the
kids still get "dangerous viruses". And, how
do we let this pass? How is this remotely
okay, to whip up this kind of baseless
paranoia? It's okay, because it has to be:
because once we recognize that we are
letting it pass when we shouldn't, then we're
implicated in the lie. It becomes our fault,
then: and if the Lysol Lady is our fault, then so
are the weird cyber-toothbrushes and the

From the body, of course. Oh the body,
the body -- it always comes back to the
body no matter where it starts, you see.
Because the body is the indispensible
cornerstone of identity: and therefore
when it turns against you, so too does the
self it constructs. And what would you not
do, to get away from the tyranny of a
turncoat Self?
What measures could be considered too
extreme, in the face of that profoundest of
alienations?
So we can't look at that; we can't hold
ourselves responsible for that. We just
can't afford to. And it's fear that keeps us
from it; yes indeed, that very same fear
that causes the Lysol Lady to spray down
her children ten times a day, to protect

them from communists, but you can't tell
her that...! Because she'd do it.

probably say that no, that really isn't
anybody's fault...

Hey: she'd do anything she had to.

...But then again who wants to take the
chance, just that they might say it?

...And so at long last you might possibly like
to hear where the Canadian Diabetes
Association gets its money, I guess. Well, I
can't actually tell you, because I don't
actually know...but here's another little thing
I noticed one day several years ago, as I
happened to be watching Wall Street Week:
that in the wake of the successful
sequencing of the human genetic code,
investors were starting to get very interested
in biotech labs. Not that they hadn't shown
some interest in them before this! But the
dream of a genetic "magic bullet" for
previously-incurable diseases is a powerful
draw for anyone sharply on the lookout for
the Next Big Thing...and so, this being the
proverbial Ground Floor that everyone is
always anxious to get in on, gene-therapy
finally got right onto the venerable WSW as
a topic in itself. And the main question
swirling about its fevered head was:
What's going to be the most likely target, of
the first magic bullet?
Today we are pretty sure that, whatever it
might turn out to be, it won't be diabetes.
But somebody must've been sold a bill of
goods back in the Louis Rukeyser days,
because "diabetes" was indeed one of the
more likely possible targets, that the guest
financial experts -- guest financial experts -mentioned. I believe (although I can't
actually verify this for you) that one of the
big mutual-fund managers on that week's
episode might've even allowed as how she'd
begun to cautiously invest in organizations
working on just that "magic bullet"
herself...and if that's the case, if my
memory's not faulty, then it's from that
elevation precisely that the manna of money
first begins to fall on the Canadian Diabetes
Association. With the end result that the busshelter ads all begin to flower in Vancouver
one day, and put out their sweet scent of
helplessness...
And I think any reasonable person would

***
And so in the end, it all comes down to fear.
That's what anxiety really is, when you boil
it down. The fear of being found at fault, for
your failings, for your flaws...even, for your
fear itself. And out of just this sort of
bootstrapping fear are the great looming
molehills of our time made: because there
is something about you makes it all so
debilitating, you see. Because you're weak.
Because there's something wrong with you.
You just can't cope. Because the mountain
stream of psycho- always flows into the
river delta of -somatic some way or other,
but in your case it brings an avalanche
along with it. Of shame, naturally: since it's
shame that keeps that evil little water-cycle
going in the first place. That same shame
that makes the dragging of Hector 'round
the walls of Troy a reflection to the Trojans of
their own unworthiness...
...And though of course it really doesn't
reflect that, they lose heart anyway, don't
they? Because shame is always made of
the same stuff, and it works by the same
method, wherever you find it: to the point
where the more evolved feelings of blame
we label as guilt seem almost beneficial in
comparison. Self-blame, well at least it all
comes from you, eh? At least you're in
charge of it. So one can make an
accomodation with mere guilt -- one can
make up for guilt, in a sense one can reason
with one's own guilt. But shame is put on
you; shame is done to you. Nobody who
feels it, ever owns it enough to do much
about it.
It just comes from outside, that's all.
Which brings us all the way back to me, and
the final spasm of my collapsing physical
confidence. Seizing up in the car, dashing
madly for the doctor's office, I could not
have thought it at the time...but really I was

luckier than many, because I'd never
managed to graduate from mere aimless
panic, to full-blown dysmorphic decisionmaking. Though it was the very same
species of fear that knit my heart in lightning
that day, I never conceived of cutting its
strings, and maybe that's because I was, in
fact, just too damned weak...but then again,
if you want to live through this kind of thing,
maybe sometimes you have to be weak.
Because you really can't be strong. In some
sense, the weakness is your best defence:
knowing that's what you are, you run out of
the energy it takes to initiate the deathstruggle with helplessness. Having run out
of it, you know you have no choice but to
accept your weakness for what it is.

And also I thought: well, maybe they will
get that, anyway. If I put it that way...
Well, maybe it'll just sort of slip in.
Under their radar, as it were.
Hey, gentle Reader: here's hoping, you
know?
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Which is, ultimately: something that can't
kill you.
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At least, not all by itself.
And so in the last moment it is something
that can, in some way, be grasped and taken
inwards. Of course it's a terrible tangle, and
I'm not qualified to tease all the threads
apart: I know many, many people who do
nothing but stupidly, stoically cope...and it
seems to work for them, but part of their
coping is to put on the armour of character
against all I've said here today, wave it all off
and disbelieve in it. That's step one, for
them; they will not believe in it. They will
not see it. And above all they WILL NOT
listen to me about it. In the sometimes toorevealing parlance of our times, they will not
condescend to "go there"...
...And so what was I supposed to tell them,
when they asked me what brought it all on?
One thing you learn from this kind of
experience, is that you've gotta be honest
about things. Because if you're not honest,
you won't make it through. So I told them it
was because I was watching all those ER
episodes, because goddamnit it was because
I was watching those ER episodes! I mean,
have you seen that show? Even the bloody
doctors start dropping like flies on it, after a
while...!
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Doctor Gavin Robinson will now give us some well-needed academic respectability.
Gavin is, in no real order, a historian, blogger, ex-bass player and all-round good
bloke. He's also one of the mildest people you could hope to meet in real life, so of
course here he's going to argue for extremism...

Be Extreme
Political extremism isn't always bad. Balance and
moderation can be dangerous.
by Gavin Robinson
Balance and moderation are widely assumed to be good things. This is a
long and respectable tradition which can be traced back via Renaissance
humanism and the republican virtue of Cicero and Seneca to ancient
Athenian Stoicism. British political rhetoric strongly values reasonable
compromise. Even people whose politics are a long way from the centre
are often tempted to frame their arguments in terms of a balanced policy.
Extremism is a great Other against which British culture is defined. Billy
Bragg might be seen as a left-wing extremist by some, but he was easily
able to sing about 'sweet moderation, heart of this nation'. We like to
congratulate ourselves on never having produced a Napoleon, a Hitler, a
Stalin, or a Pol Pot. The British way is slow and steady. We supposedly
learnt our lesson in the 1640s and 1650s that extremist politics and violent
revolutions are not for us. But these myths only serve to make British
oppression and inequality more insidious. Balance, moderation, reasonable
compromise, and gradual progress work in favour of conservatism. If we
want freedom and equality, we will have to be more extreme.
Extremism is not the same as violence. It is easy to conflate the two
because they are often found together in practice, and because
representations in the media encourage us to see them as the same thing.
But it's entirely possible to be extreme without being violent, and to be
violent without being extreme. Islamic terrorists don't kill people because
their faith is more sincere or intense than anyone else's. Supposedly
'moderate' Muslims don't reject terrorism because they believe that Islam
is half wrong and that Western Liberalism is half right. Violence does not
automatically flow from extreme religious or political opinions. Quakers
have a tradition of extremism and a tradition of pacifism. This is not just
because the two happen to be compatible: one flows from the other. Most
Quakers completely renounce violence precisely because they refuse to
compromise their extreme belief that violence is always wrong. Violence
can also be used for moderate purposes. During the English Civil War
some groups of clubmen took up arms in opposition to the war itself
rather than fighting for either side. In the Second World War, Britain
fought to protect its moderately oppressive empire from the extremely
oppressive Nazi and Japanese empires. Using violence to prevent other
violence is necessarily a compromise, as the Quakers recognise.
Occupying the centre has no inherent value because the centre can only
ever be relative to the extremes. Postmodern historian Keith Jenkins
points out that centres are false because extremes are also false. The
extremes of a political spectrum can move, and when they do, the centre

necessarily moves too. Most people who are interested in British party
politics recognise that the extremes and centre of our spectrum have
shifted to the right over the last 30 years. This is not necessarily a good
thing, but neither is going back to where we were. The old centre was no
more real than the new one. If politics is defined in terms of left and right,
it should be obvious that left and right are relative to each other, not
absolute. But it is not obvious that we can or should define politics in
those terms. The Liberal Democrat party and its ancestors have
traditionally been seen (rightly or wrongly) as the woolly moderates
occupying the centre, but some Lib Dems are trying to get away from this
stereotype. In The Liberal Moment Nick Clegg steps off the traditional leftright continuum into another dimension. He points out that freedom and
equality are not opposed to each other: they go together. Male social
liberals might see this as a new idea, but it has been obvious to feminists
for a long time. Making women more free and making women more equal
to men are clearly not mutually exclusive. They can hardly be separated.
What feminists want to take away from men is not freedom but
undeserved privilege. It should also be obvious that groups with undeserved
privileges have a vested interest in keeping freedom and equality opposed
to each other. If freedom and equality are opposite extremes, and if
extremism is bad and moderation is good, then it follows that freedom and
equality always have to compromise with each other. This means that
neither freedom nor equality can ever be attained.
In practice we don't just have to deal with the false dichotomy between
freedom and equality. There are also very real dichotomies between
equality and inequality, and between freedom and authoritarianism. Here
moderation becomes even more dangerous. For much of the twentieth
century the British political spectrum was defined by socialists on the left
who advocated changing things to bring about equality, and conservatives
on the right who advocated keeping things the same to preserve privileges
and inequality. Any compromise between the two extremes would
necessarily benefit conservatives more than socialists. Although equality
and inequality are opposite concepts they are not quite mirror images of
each other. Equality is much narrower in theory and much harder to attain
in practice. Anything which falls short of equality is still inequality. Any
compromise between the two leaves some people poorer than others. The
British value of moderation ensured that conservatives would always win
and socialists would always lose. The same effect works against feminism:
as far as we know, women have never achieved equality with men.
Feminist historian Judith Bennett describes this mechanism as patriarchal
equilibrium. Whenever things appear to get better for women, the gender
system somehow adjusts itself to ensure that women never quite get all
the way to freedom and equality.
One of the biggest problems here is a particular idea of social and political
progress. British history has often been seen as a story of gradual progress
in which each step leads inevitably towards liberalism, democracy,
rationality, and capitalism. This story has been told by Whigs like S. R.
Gardiner, Marxists like Christopher Hill, and pragmatists like Jürgen
Habermas. A similar model was applied to world history by Francis
Fukuyama. The idea of history as progress now has almost no credibility
among academic historians, although there is no consensus on what, if

anything, should replace it. Empirical revisionists reject it because it
disagrees with documentary evidence; postmodernists reject it because it's
a grand narrative which excludes minorities and closes down possibilities of
what can be said, and because it relies on overambitious claims about How
It Really Was; feminists reject it because it privileges elite white men and
ignores the continuing oppression of women. But the idea of history as
gradually improving progress towards the present still has a very strong
hold on the popular imagination and dominates political discourse. When
people say things like 'throwback', 'regressive', 'backsliding', 'back to the
Dark Ages', 'in this day and age', or 'it's [current year], for God's sake',
they're expressing the idea that history is, or should be, all about progress
whether they know it or not.
If you don't think about it too carefully, progress seems like a nice idea.
But looking at it in more detail reveals some big problems. The Whig
story of progress towards parliamentary democracy was painfully slow,
lasting for several centuries. Most of the steps benefited men and not
women. This story makes a sharp contrast with scientific and
technological progress.
Throughout the lifetimes of Isaac Newton (1642–1727) and Charles
Darwin (1809–1882), women as a group had no constitutional right to
vote in parliamentary elections, and it was illegal for men to have
penetrative sex with each other. Throughout the lifetime of Alan Turing
(1912–1954) it was still illegal for men to have penetrative sex with each
other, and this probably contributed to his suicide. Women were given
equal voting rights to men when he was about 16 years old.
Homosexuality was decriminalized 13 years after he died. If each step of
this social/political progress inevitably had to happen when it happened,
that implies that it couldn't have happened any earlier. If we gradually
became more rational, that implies that people in the past were too stupid
or ignorant to imagine the changes that came later.
If progress is an inevitable long-term process than we can complacently
'get things moving in the right direction', or even do nothing at all. If
something is not as bad as what came before, it can be seen as acceptable
progress. These assumptions can't survive contact with history.
Democracy could have happened earlier than it did. In the midseventeenth century the Levellers argued for giving the vote to a wider
section of the male population, but this was not done until the nineteenth
century, when the Reform Acts extended the male franchise. In the
nineteenth century, Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill argued in
favour of giving votes to women as well as men, but women didn't get
equal voting rights until 1928. There was no natural reason for this slow
progress. Democracy was actively prevented by conservatives who had
power and a vested interest in maintaining their own privileges.
American history provides an even clearer example. Racial segregation
could be seen as a step forward because it wasn't quite as bad as slavery.
But the Jim Crow laws were a new response to a new situation, and were
not part of a smooth gradual transition from slavery to freedom and
equality. Between 1866 and 1876 neither slavery nor segregation was
legally recognized in the former Confederate states. Radical Republicans,

such as Mississippi's military governor Adelbert Ames, tried to bring about
racial equality but they were defeated by the violence of racist Confederate
guerillas. This was a similar process to Bennett's patriarchal equilibrium:
black people gained new rights but the Confederates adjusted the system
of power to make sure that black people were still not equal to white
people.
Relying on gradual progress is not only lazy but dangerous, because it
leads up a blind alley. A small step forward in a process of gradual
progress is necessarily a compromise between people who want change and
people who don't. When all the changes are added up over a long period,
the conservative bias inherent in 'reasonable' compromise doesn't go away.
If gradual progress can achieve freedom and equality it will take a long
time. If each step of progress is a genuine half-way compromise between
changing and staying the same then inequality will eventually get very
small. From my position of white male privilege it would be easy to say
that a trivial amount of inequality can be accepted. But the difference is
likely to look much less trivial to the people who are disadvantaged by it.
Not quite equal is still unequal. Civil partnerships are not quite marriage,
and the new offence of paying to use a sex slave will be not quite rape.
This could imply that gay people and prostitutes are somehow not quite
human. No-one wants to be a second class citizen regardless of the size of
the gap between first and second class. Small differences in theoretical
rights can justify much bigger discrimination in practice. In any case, the
difference between oppressors and oppressed has never got close to being
infinitely small. Compromises are not likely to be equal when power is not
distributed equally. One step forward doesn't have to be followed by any
others. Ejecting hereditary peers from the House of Lords has not led to
an elected second chamber. New rights can be undermined by later
changes such as the Jim Crow laws. Section 28 was an innovation in 1988
which compromised the decriminalization of homosexuality brought about
in 1967. The illusion of progress can even be used to deny that further
progress is necessary or possible. Some American racists insist that racism
cannot possibly exist now that they have a black president. The only way
to bring about freedom and equality is by radical change which gets us
directly to where we want to go in a short time.
The false dichotomy between freedom and equality is strong enough to be
seriously divisive, but it should be obvious that there are some issues
where moderation is unacceptable. Creationism is factually wrong.
Evolutionary biologists should not compromise with creationists for the
sake of balance. Similarly, nobody should compromise with racism,
misogyny, homophobia, or transphobia for the sake of balance. It would be
absurd and wrong to try to be more racist in order to reach a moderate
compromise with racists. We should all strive to be less racist. The BNP is
evil not because it is extreme, but because it is extreme in the wrong
direction.
So don't be scared of being labelled an extremist. It shouldn't be the dirty
word that many people think it is. If we value balance and moderation
above all else we become useful idiots on behalf of people who want to
hang on to their privileges by preventing change. Be extreme in your
support of good things and opposition to bad things, and don't make

compromises between things that aren't really opposed to each other.
Knowing what is good and bad depends on your own moral choices. Just
remember that there is nothing inherently moral about occupying the
centre.
Now here's where you get to see how the 'creative' process works – or at least the
process of creating this magazine. That was actually Gavin's second draft of that
essay. The first one was almost identical to it, but contained a few logical flaws
that I, pedant as I am, couldn't help but pick at, and once I'd started I ended up
writing an entire essay in response. Of course, his second draft corrected those
minor flaws, and I then had to revise my essay, and as a result it may seem a little
disconnected from the previous one, but I'm still calling it...

Why Gavin Is Wrong (But Also Right)
by Andrew Hickey
While Gavin’s argument appears, at first glance, to be solid. it has a few major drawbacks.
Firstly, he argues against the very notion of progress as having been demolished by more
recent historians than the Whigs. This argument, of course, contains within itself the seeds
of its own destruction - for if the new ‘no progress’ model is truer (in the sense of being a
more accurate model of reality) than the Whig interpretation, then surely some progress
has been made?1
In fact, while the Whig interpretation is based on false, culturally patronising assumptions as Gavin correctly points out - it is nonetheless trivially true that progress has taken place
over the course of human history. In particular, the sum total of information about the
physical world that is held by humanity has increased exponentially over time (overall - it’s
not a precise mathematically smooth curve). As wealth is a function of knowledge, so
wealth also increases.
One can, furthermore, predict that this will continue indefinitely. If one accepts the
definition by Schrödinger2 of life as 'negative entropy' (or the equivalent definition by
Dyson3 of life as information processing) - the most coherent definition if one regards life as
a purely physical process - then it is trivially true that natural selectio selects forthe most
able information-processors.
Thus, one can argue with confidence that overall progress will continue indefinitely - that
life as a whole will continue to gain ever more knowledge of, and control over, the physical
universe.
This does not, of course, mean that progress is absolutely linear. Nor, indeed, does it mean
that progress for humanity or its descendants will continue indefinitely - it is all too
1
The argument that progress never occurs seems similar to Thomas Kuhn’s notion of paradigm shifts a notion which, while having some truth, (it can take a long time to overcome an established consensus) is
considered by most scientists to be inaccurate when it comes to the actual results of science. I much prefer
Karl Popper myself...
2
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Dyson, F.J., Time without end: Physics and biology in an open universe, (Reviews of Modern Physics,
Vol. 51, Issue 3 ,July 1979)

conceivable that humanity will wipe itself out through greed or stupidity within my expected
lifetime - but should any life exist anywhere in the cosmos, eventually something better at
processing information than humanity must arise. So on the long view, progress increases
even if humanity ends.
(That said, on the very long view, life’s battle with entropy appears likely to end in a loss,
although both Dyson4 and Tipler5 have suggested ways in which intelligent life could exist
for a subjectively infinite time).
Other than his disagreement with the notion of progress, Gavin’s argument is based on the
notion that, as Stephen Fry puts it, compromise is ‘a stalling between two fools’ - if you keep
meeting your opponent half-way, you’ll never reach your destination.
This is similar to Zeno’s Arrow Paradox, but Zeno is incorrect because it is possible to
perform an infinite number of steps in a finite amount of time, so long as those steps get
smaller each time. (This seems counter-intuitive, but if you doubt it, I invite you to volunteer
as a target in an experimental test - which will also be a test of progress by natural selection).
All that being said, I still agree with Gavin that one should at the very least take extremism
as the default position. This is partly for moral reasons - I absolutely agree that compromise
with racism, homophobia, transphobia and the like is deplorable - but also because it’s the
scientific thing to do.
Human beings can only find out information - or, arguably, do anything - by a process that
goes by many names. In cybernetics, it’s feedback. In science, generally, it’s known as the
scientific method. To the rapper Baba Brinkman it’s “Performance, Feedback, Revision”,
while in mathematics it’s known as Bayes’ Theorem.
What it boils down to, though, is that you make an assumption - say, that everything floats.
You then test it, by for example letting go of a lead weight. When it lands on your foot and
breaks your toe, that’s new data. You then revise your assumption, possibly to ‘most things
float, but lead weights fall and hurt your foot’. If you keep re-testing your assumption, and
revising it when things go wrong, you’ll eventually get a model of reality that fits all your
data.
(In biology, this is known as the theory of natural selection - each organism can be seen as a
‘test’ of ‘hypotheses’ such as ‘long necks let you eat more leaves’ or ‘opposable thumbs let you
make better tools’.)
Now, the only problem with this is that the conclusion you come to depends on your
environment - you can only test a certain number of things. So someone on the ground might
come to the conclusion “most things fall”, while someone in freefall might decide “things hang
in mid-air”.
Of course, the truth combines both these aspects, but you can’t come to that truth directly
through pure test-and-revision . Very few people will experience enough cases directly to
4
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deduce gravitation - let alone relativity - from pure observation.
To do that, you have to synthesise ideas and hypotheses from different fields (as Newton
did, for example, by synthesising Kepler’s observations of planetary motion and Galileo’s
of falling bodies). Doing this makes it much less likely that you will merely find a local
maximum (“well, that’s what it looks like from here...”) and more likely that you will find a
true solution.
But of course this synthesis can only be done if people investigate different areas of the
problem (investigating different parts of the phase space to try to find a global maximum).
For example, take the problem of distribution of wealth. While this is a political problem,
it is also a scientific one.
Most economic theories claim to have one of three goals - either increasing the total wealth
available to the human race, increasing equality between poorest and richest, or
increasing the wealth of the average person. (Many actually have the sociopathic goal of
‘increasing the wealth of myself and my friends, and fuck the rest of you’, but they all
claim one of those goals).
So if we take as ‘optimum’ a condition where everyone has about the same amount of
wealth, and that wealth is greater than that of the richest 1% today (for example), then
economics can be taken as the science of trying to find a solution to that problem.
(The problem probably doesn’t have a single solution - the global economy is probably
chaotic, with no stable states, but one can find approximate solutions that work for the
moment).
Most people are looking for a solution in the same sort of place - a mixed economy based on
fiat money lent at interest - because that’s sort-of worked in the past. It’s provably an
unstable solution, but it’s the ‘best thinking’ among those who make the decisions.
Now, if one goes to extremes - ultra-libertarian capitalism, with no state intervention in
the economy, or a state-owned economy with no room for private initiative at all - one can
see that those solutions don’t work at all well either (and are even worse than the current
mess). But if you take them as a starting point, and modify them, you could end up with
solutions that are very different from the current one. For example, I know people who’ve
started out as both hard state-socialists and as Randian ultra-Libertarians and who’ve
ended up advocating a national minimum income paid for by a Land Value Tax. I don’t
know enough about economics to know if this is a viable - or even sane - position, but it is
clearly very different both from the current consensus and from the extremes.
If you start from an extreme position and use the scientific method - if you pay attention you’ll soon discover where you’re wrong, and may discover a better way. But start from
the consensus view, and you may spend your entire life not realising that the apple falls
for precisely the same reason the moon doesn’t.

Richard Flowers and Alex Wilcock are the daddies of the world's greatest stuffed toy blogger, Millennium Dome,
Elephant, whose blog ( http://millenniumelephant.blogspot.com ), written with a little help from Daddy
Richard, is a uniquely entertaining look at Liberal Democrat politics, Doctor Who, and other such matters. Alex
also has a blog of his own – http://loveandliberty.blogspot.com – where he too writes absolutely fascinating
essays on politics, Doctor Who, and any other subject that enters his mind. They're two of the very best writers
I know, and here they have their Doctor Who hats rather than their politics ones on, as they present us with...

A Fractal History of the Origins of the Time War
By Richard Dominic Flowers
With Alex Wilcock

Ah, good evening ladies and gentlemen. I'm
told it's best to open with a joke, so here we
go:

contained more information than
an unfolded one.

Since Russell Davies brought back Doctor
Who, The Time War, like God and Buddha in
the joke, has been everywhere and nowhere.
I'd like to talk to you a bit about how, rather
than destroying Doctor Who continuity, it
actually binds it together.

There is a relationship between fractal
geometric shapes and the branch of
mathematics called "Chaos Theory" or the
theory of non-linear systems (that is,
basically, any system you are likely to
encounter in the real world, such as the
weather or the interactions of species in
an environment or sociology). That
relationship is that you can draw out the
data about the operations of such systems
and that drawing will be a fractal: it looks
chaotic, but within that there are patterns,
and more importantly repetitions of those
patterns, from which you can infer a
deeper order.

First, let's sort out a couple of definitions.

Definition #2: History

Waiting for Godot , with God and Buddha:
God and Buddha are sitting on a bench.
"Let's go," says God.
"We can't," says Buddha. "We're Omnipresent."

Definition #1: Fractal
Mandelbrot, synonymous with one of
the most famous examples, the
Mandelbrot Set, defined the
fractal as "a rough or fragmented
geometric shape that can be split
into parts, each of which is (at
least approximately) a reducedsize copy of the whole".
He coined the term based the word
on "fractured", but modern
mathematics often also uses it to
denote "fractional dimensional",
connoting the idea that something
as superficially simple as, say, a
folded line, required more complex
definition, or in a sense

History is, to fundamentally
disagree with Alan Bennett,
very much not "just one thing
after another"; it is a method
of organising events into
patterns and as such is at
least as dependent on the
person doing the organising as
it is on the actual events.
Because of the way that our memories
work, we have a perception that History is
linear: a sequence of events starting with
the Big Bang – or "let there be light" or the
setting of the world-ocean on the back of a
mighty trout*, or whatever is your
preference – and following on in a logical
sequence of cause and effect.

(*This is the creation myth of the aboriginal
Ainu people of Japan, and therefore the origin
story of the gods of the Ainu… this is clever if
you have any idea what I'm talking about.)

If you've ever heard the term "hypertime"
this may begin to sound familiar.

We think of history as "all the things that have
happened so far". We assume that this is
interchangeable with "all those points in
space-time that come between the Big Bang
and the present".

The Doctor has been – if partly in jest –
described as having a paradoxical three
"ninth" incarnations. What is less obvious
is that he in fact has three distinct eighth
incarnations too – leading to the
hypothetical possibility that the Paul
McGann in the books, the Paul McGann in
the audios and the Paul McGann in the
DWM comic strip regenerate into one each
of Rowan Atkinson, Richard E Grant and
Christopher Eccleston (respectively "The
Curse of Fatal Death", "Scream of the
Shalka" and "Rose" et seq.). And any or all
of them may have fought in the Time War.

But this isn't necessarily so. The truth is, the
past is full of holes. Memory itself is fallible,
naturally, and clearly there are places from
where information has not and maybe cannot
reach us.
When George Berkeley asked: "if a tree falls
in a forest and no one is around to hear it,
does it make a sound?" he was questioning
whether events can even occur without
perception. What he was actually saying was
that that tree is not a part of History until
someone discovers that it has fallen.
Even without invoking Quantum Mechanics,
this allows us to conceive of parallel histories,
where differences in what is known about the
past result in different, even contradictory,
histories. Don't believe me? Where was
Atlantis during Noah's Flood?
You can almost certainly see that history is
almost inevitably leaning towards the fractal
anyway: the limited stories that we have
giving us more information than just the facts
that they contain by means of the patterns
that are made from them. Or the patterns that
we make from them.
A truly fractal history, though, would be a
pattern to events that can be broken down
into smaller parts, each of which is – roughly –
similar to the whole. It is a story made of
iterations, where different angles reveal
different aspects of the whole, where chaoticseeming contradictions are really signposts to
a deeper ordered structure.
It is, in essence, a single story made up of
many different stories, a single world made
up of many different worlds.

So what is "the Time War"?

(And it's worth remembering for later that
"Scream of the Shalka", the Eighth Doctor
Adventures and the television series all
end up with Derek Jacobi as the Master…
keep that sort of convergence in mind.)
Now, despite its excellence and it having
a very good case for having had a larger
audience than either books or audios, I'm
unworthily going to overlook the comic
strip.
Nevertheless, because of the politics of
the Nineties authors and not forgetting
the TV series itself, we arrive at four
primary sources:
1.
"Doctor Who", a television series
produced by BBC Wales|Cymru for BBC1.
2.
"The Eighth Doctor Adventures", a
series of novels published by BBC Books.
3. "Faction Paradox", a series of novels
and audio plays based on characters and
situations created by Lawrence Miles in
the BBC Eighth Doctor Adventure "Alien
Bodies" and greatly expanded upon in
"The Book of the War".
4.
"Gallifrey", a series of audio
plays produced by Big Finish Productions.

In 1989 Doctor Who left our televisions and,
barring a brief fluttering in 1996, did not return
for sixteen years. Rightly or wrongly, the fading
away in the Eighties and the dismal failure of
the American revival in the Nineties were put
down to "too much continuity", essentially too
many stories where an old enemy/monster
"unexpectedly" (though heavily trailed in the
Radio Times and the sorts of publications read
by fans) returns to menace the Doctor, often
(especially in the case of the Master) with the
introductory line "so you did survive…" and
insert whatever was supposed to have finished
them off last time.
The 1996 TV movie (known, despite my best
efforts to get people to call it "Time Waits for No
Man", as either "The Sensational TV Movie
starring Paul McGann" or "Grace: 1999" or
something rather less complimentary) went
deeper into the realms of wrong by skipping the
series' premise (man in blue box has adventures
in time and space) and instead padded out what
is basically a fairly mundane car chase around
Vancouver by trying to heft huge and
unnecessary amounts of continuity on the
audience, often by giving the lead actor
egregiously unsayable lines of infodump.
So when Russell was given the opportunity to
try again in 2005, he avoided all those pitfalls
by presenting us with a massively stripped
down version of the Doctor's history: he was a
traveller with a time machine. Very carefully
over that first season, Russell let out a few
more, limited, very limited, details: the Doctor
used to be a Time Lord. He has enemies called
Daleks. Anything else was covered by giving
him a thousand-yard stare and saying "there
was a war…".
This wasn't the first "great time war" though. Or
rather, if it was, it was looking at it in quite a
different way.
The idea of a "time war" in Doctor Who can
easily be traced as far back as the likes of Alan
Moore's "4-D War", an early back-up strip in
Doctor Who Weekly, while the concept of the
Time Lords themselves at war can certainly be
found in the backstory attached to Terrance
Dicks' vampires versus Time Lords myth "State

of Decay".
Those, of course, are both wars at the
beginning of Time Lord history; what is
genius is to bring in a symmetrical time
war to end Time Lord history too.
During the wilderness years of the later
Nineties, in the aftermath of the McGann
movie, the BBC ended Virgin Books'
licence to write original Doctor Who New
Adventures novels and brought the
franchise in-house for the Eighth Doctor
Adventures. A major plot thread (at least
for the first thirty-six books – almost
exactly half the novel series' run) was the
idea that the Doctor had discovered by
accident that in his personal future the
Time Lords would become embroiled in
just such a war, facing an unnamed
enemy who was at least as powerful as
they were themselves.
This idea first appears in Lawrence Miles'
"Alien Bodies" where the Doctor and
companion Sam stumble upon an auction
for "the relic" (in fact, the Doctor's own
body) where the bidders are the future
Time Lords; their enemy; a renegade
group of humans and former Time Lords
called Faction Paradox; an even-more
renegade faction of former Time Lords
called the Celestis; and a future iteration
of UNIT renamed UNISYC. And the Krotons,
but don't worry about that.
The future war in "Alien Bodies" wasn't
supposed to be a "story arc" at all, but it
was such a good idea (some might say
the only good idea of the time) that it
engaged both readers and authors alike.
The first few Eighth Doctor Adventures
had been… pedestrian, certainly to a
readership who had largely been following
the complicated story and character arcs
of the New Adventures. The idea of a peril
in the Doctor's future – as opposed to the
ancient and terrible evils from the dawn of
Time that he was used to facing off
against in the NAs – was novel and it gave
the series some much-needed cohesion.
Further developments followed, key books

being Kate Orman and Jon Blum's engaging
"Unnatural History", Lawrence's frustrating twopart "Interference", Mark Clapham and Simon
Bucher-Jones' hilariously convoluted "The Taking
of Planet 5", and Paul Cornell's sublime "The
Shadows of Avalon" before it was all brought to a
rather abrupt and frankly inadequate conclusion
in "The Ancestor Cell" by Peter Anghelides and
outgoing range-editor Stephen Cole.
"The Ancestor Cell" is the book that sees
Gallifrey destroyed. Essentially, the Time Lords'
own efforts to avoid or otherwise find a bolt-hole
in which to hide from the forthcoming war have
provoked the very first strike that will start it all
off. But a future surviving sect of Faction
Paradox, believing that they would be better
able to fight the enemy than the Time Lords,
choose this point to – paradoxically, obviously –
try to take over Gallifrey. To prevent victory by
either of these parties, the Doctor allows the
planet to get crunched between two mutually
contradictory versions of history (which have
existed in parallel since "Interference", held
apart by the TARDIS).
As an effort to escape continuity this was a total
failure, as although the range continued under
Justin Richards for another thirty-seven books
they remained if anything even more obsessed
by continuity, usually in the form of trying overhard to write "universe without the Time Lords"
stories but mainly because the Doctor was a
grumpy amnesiac whose condition needed
explaining every five minutes in case a casual
reader – should such a creature actually exist –
happened to pick up, say, "The Year of Intelligent
Tigers" and wonder what was going on.
However that, with the exception of "The
Adventuress of Henrietta Street", Lawrence
Miles' deliciously ambiguous semi-sequel to the
great time war antics, was pretty much that for
the Eighth Doctor Adventures. Oh, the books
carried on, but the point had rather gone. In
many ways, it was easiest to think of them as a
series where rather than the Universe being
reformatted, the Doctor himself had fallen into a
different universe. Or multi-verse even, as they
eventually devolve into a round of parallel
universe stories.

And this could be our first glimpse of
where the hypertime concept comes in:
the "original Doctor Who continuum", as
it were, carries on existing as one
hypertime reality, but the Doctor himself
gets transferred to another parallel
hypertime reality.
Eventually, announcement of the new TV
series spelled the end for the Eighth
Doctor Adventures, as the BBC intended
to move to more "TV tie-in" fare. Plot
lines were wound up: the universe was
broken but eventually repaired; recurring
villain Sabbath – created by Lawrence
Miles in "Adventuress" but quickly
devolving into pantomime Master-lite
(though what did you expect?) – was
roundly defeated, betrayed by his
masters and killed off by terminal neverhaving-existed (it was that sort of a
series, by that point); and even the
Doctor's profoundly depressing amnesia
was finally, thanks to Lance Parkin, given
a (retcon) explanation of his having saved
the Matrix by storing it in his own head,
thus crushing his own memories out of
reach.
However… Lawrence Miles was never
someone to let a good idea go to waste,
and if the BBC wanted to jettison the war
in Heaven, he was more than willing to
pick it up again and start his own totallyunrelated-honest-guv shared universe
under the Faction Paradox banner,
beginning with a "how to" guide called
"The Book of the War".
"The Book of the War" is a part-puzzle
part-story encyclopaedia of "the War",
ostensibly fifty years after it started: at
first glance, an A to Z of people, places,
times and technologies, but by use of
hyperlinks individual entries are chained
together to form what are essentially
short stories, expanding on the details
about the six prime factions, mainly from
the perspective of the history of the
"Homeworld" of the "Great Houses", but
also covering interesting little sidelines
such as the City of the Saved; the truth

about Vlad III of Wallachia; Siloportem, the
decadent capital of humanity after the fall of
Earth; or the link between Lord Byron, Johann
Sebastian Bach, Charles Babbage and the
burning down of the British Houses of Parliament
in 1834.
On the face of it, this is "Doctor Who" with the
serial numbers filed off: instead of Time Lords we
have Great Houses; instead of Gallifrey we have
the Homeworld; instead of Morbius we have the
Imperator Presidency; and so on.
However, one thing that the Book of the War
emphasises throughout is that this is a conflict
between two different forms of "History". So, at
least one interpretation is that, in a "do you see
what I did there" way, it's suggesting that the
war is between the BBC Books version of history
and the Faction Paradox books version of history.
So why not run with that idea. The Time War is a
conflict between two competing hypertime
structures trying to occupy the same memetic
place: one is the form of history that we are
used to, constructed by the Time Lords in the
age of Rassilon; the other is a version of history
constructed by their enemy who turn out, in the
new series, i.e. the "winning" version of history,
to be the Daleks.
Briefly mentioned at one point in the Book of
the War is the idea that, should the enemy
"win", then their Homeworld would "move"
across the map of the Spiral Politic to replace the
Great Houses' Homeworld in the centre of time
and all of history would be reworked around it.
History is literally re-written by the winning side.
At the risk of paraphrasing Douglas Adams: it's
possible that this has already happened: that in
fact the Great Houses have "won" a previous
iteration of the Time War and replaced their
predecessors. Or, more bluntly, the enemy of
the Time Lords – whoever that may have been
supposed to be, or whoever it may turn out to
be, i.e. the Daleks – wins and history re-writes
itself around them so that they become the
Great Houses. And equally, the enemy of the
Great Houses is the Time Lords.
That sounds crushingly inconsistent, but
remember, the Daleks used to be human-shaped

back when they were Kaleds, so re-writing
their history from the beginning might
reinstate their original form (and that
might explain why the Daleks, as seen in
"Alien Bodies", would be a separate
faction and want to fight themselves –
these Kaled-like Great Houses aren't
proper Daleks). Conversely, several points
in the Book of the War describe how the
Great Houses repeatedly regenerating
under battle conditions is leading to them
acquiring armoured battle forms with builtin defences… One might even guess that
these new forms are bronze-coloured, with
large indicator lights…
I'll just turn briefly aside to another of the
Book's big ideas, one that was on the
verge of being worked into the New
Adventures as their licence ran out: the
Time Lords' early time travel experiments
were a bit less successful than advertised
and punched a whole load of holes in the
fabric of space and time. The vampire
wars were a result of these holes, but the
new idea was that after the war, the Time
Lords tidied up by sealing the holes inside
fake planets. The revelation was to be that
the Earth is such a planet, and that this is
why there are some rather weird things to
do with digging deep into the planet –
green gloop that turns humans into
Primords being just the least of it.
(The apparent contradiction from "The
Runaway Bride" that says there's a
Racnoss space ship at the centre of the
Earth is easy to get over – the Racnoss
ship is not at the centre of the Earth; it
becomes caught in the enshelling process
and is buried, still in the crust, deep below
what will one day be London, but not in
the centre. This would also clear up why
Torchwood's bore-shaft doesn't encounter
any un-handy magma. But, really, it's just
more evidence that Russell reads Larry.)
In this light, we might reconsider the
Dalek Invasion of Earth and ask again
what they were digging for in Bedford?
And why is this described this as
tampering with the forces of creation?

In the Book of the War, the Great Houses have
their Eye of Harmony analogue, the Caldera,
which is a central "absence"; in fact it is another
hole in space-time, the primary one, which
allows them to manipulate every other point in
space-time.
However, if someone else managed to take
control of a similar hole, they could make their
own Caldera and rewrite history, winning the
war.
The Book describes this as a world moving
rapidly across the map of the Spiral Politic and
taking the Homeworld's place at the centre.
Which, funnily enough, is almost exactly what
the Daleks say they are going to do with the
Earth in The Dalek Invasion.
Significantly, the Doctor is not just absent from
the Book of the War – there are egregious
Doctor shaped holes in the narrative: the book
speaks of four significant mutations in the Great
Houses' last pre-war generation and goes on to
describe the Imperator, the War King and
Grandfather of House Paradox, conspicuously
omitting the other; when describing humanTime Ship hybrid Compassion the Book talks of
"question marks" over her past; when
renegades from the Great Houses are lured back
to the Homeworld only to be cruelly used and
wired into the House Military's war machines,
another but unnamed renegade somehow walks
in through all the defences and puts them out of
their misery.
Now, throughout the Book of the War there are
"missing" references – Immaculata Formosii,
Violent Unknown Events, S'Tanim, Miss
Hiroshima – all of which are linked to the
nameless enemy (look hard enough and you can
find them hidden in other entries). So the
evidence that a Doctor-like person has clearly
existed in this history but that all information
about them has been removed points heavily to
the Doctor working for, perhaps even being the
leader of, the enemy.
Equally, the Great Houses' wartime leader is an
individual known as the War King, a bearded
former renegade who is a not very disguised
analogue of the Master.

Returning briefly to Lawrence's
"Adventuress of Henrietta Street", a much
debated interlude is a confrontation
between the Doctor and a man wearing a
Whig Rosette who he thinks he recognises.
He asks if the man used to have a beard
and the man replies, remarking that the
Doctor has himself taken to wearing a
beard, that they always do the opposite of
each other.
"Why if you decided to destroy the
universe I should have to defend it."
This man is clearly another analogue of
the Master, and it is tempting to link this
statement to the War King version
defending the universe or this version of
the universe from an enemy that may,
may be led by the Doctor.
You can in fact take this further. Consider:
a one-armed leading member of the
culture, imprisoned for many years by his
own side, escapes and tries to set up his
own separate faction, recruiting humans
and converting them into his loyal, even
fanatical, followers. The history of Faction
Paradox or the plot of "Revelation of the
Daleks"; take your pick.
What I'm suggesting is that where the
Doctor Who hypertime looks at things one
way, the Book of the War hypertime sees a
(differently) distorted reflection: the
Doctor and the Master swap sides; Davros
becomes the Grandfather of House
Paradox; and crudely speaking you can
even suggest that Morbius and the Dalek
Emperor swap places too.
From "The Book of the War", Faction
Paradox stories spill off in all directions.
It's practically designed for Kudzu Plotting.
Some novels expand on the short stories
in the Book, others go their own way. A
brief-run comic book looked to be
approaching the start of Faction History
with the purchase from Britain of eleven
days, the days "lost" in switching from
Julian to Gregorian calendars.
Most interestingly, "The Faction Paradox

Protocols", a series of audio plays, describe the
end of the Faction's Eleven Day Empire, and
follow the last two survivors of the Faction as
they try to escape the Great Houses, carrying
with them the legacy of the Grandfather in the
form of the most profound expression of his
"ritual technology": his shadow.
And if that doesn't sound like BBC books story
of the Doctor, last survivor of Gallifrey, carrying
with him the legacy of the Time Lords in the
form of the sum of all their knowledge, the
Matrix, stuck inside his head, then you've not
been paying attention. All these hypertime
sections are related.
But this has all happened before.
Way back when Virgin lost their licence to
produce Doctor Who stories, their New
Adventures didn't actually end. Professor
Bernice "Benny" Summerfield, the hugely
popular companion who they had created for the
seventh Doctor, had travelled with him for the
longest time, joining him in Paul Cornell's "Love
and War" and staying with him for forty-two
novels through to "Happy Endings", again by
Paul Cornell. But she'd never really gone away,
making guest appearances in subsequent
stories from "Return of the Living Dad" to the
last book, "The Dying Days". So it seemed quite
natural for her to return again for a series of
twenty-three adventures of her own, based at
the University of St Oscar's on the planet Dellah
(where the eighth Doctor had kindly dropped her
off at the end of the "official" Doctor Who range).
The Benny New Adventures couldn't, strictly
speaking, refer to anything from the Doctor Who
universe; equally the newly started Eighth
Doctor Adventures couldn't refer to elements
developed in the Virgin range – in particular the
Iain M Banks-inspired "People" and the heroically
proportioned former-Adjudicator Chris Cwej,
another former companion of the seventh
Doctor. But with the cross-fertilisation that
comes from a relatively small pool of the same
authors working on both ranges, there came
naturally, almost inevitably, a certain mirroring.
So, as the Great War arc started to take flight in
the Eighth Doctor novels, it added greater
significance to the rise to power of a sinister
faction of "gods" in the Benny Adventures. It

was possible to see this as seeing the
same story but from different
perspectives.
The closest this comes to explicit is in
Lawrence Miles book "Dead Romance". It
doesn't have the Doctor in it. It doesn't
even have Benny in it. Nevertheless it is
still, possibly, the finest Doctor Who novel
yet written.
(Actually, in fairness, Chris Cwej – who is
in it – does talk about his time as a
prisoner of "The Evil Renegade" and it's a
fair bet to whom that refers; and the
book's narrator, Christine Summerfield,
has a connection to Benny. Sort of.)
It is, essentially, "The Time Lord Invasion
of Earth" written from the perspective of
one of the victims and, being a novel, is
done on a budget far higher than
anything The Mill could dream of for "The
End of Time" – let's just says it's vast
staircases like the one from "A Matter of
Life and Death" with thousands of Time
Lords walking down to Earth and
rebuilding the planet, rather than a
committee of five.
However, this isn't our Earth, or rather
quite possibly it is our Earth but not the
Earth in the Doctor Who universe. The
Earth in "Dead Romance" exists inside a
"universe in a bottle", a copy-in-miniature
of the Doctor Who universe but "a bit less
real". The unnamed but obviously Time
Lords from the Doctor's universe – or at
least the New Adventures universe –
faced with invasion by the "gods" have
decided to withdraw into the "bottle
universe" and take shelter on a new
Gallifrey, which means Galliforming the
unlucky Earth of the bottle.
But beyond that is floated the possibility
that the New Adventures universe is itself
a "universe in a bottle" inside the "even
larger" or "even more real" universe of
the Eighth Doctor Adventures, and the
"gods" are the Time Lords of the Eighth
Doctor Universe fleeing from "the
enemy". And indeed such a "universe in a

bottle" does appear in Lawrence's
"Interference", along with remarks that it
contains a miniature Doctor having miniature
adventures, just like the "real" one.
(Going further, you can infer that "the enemy"
are therefore the Time Lords of a yet larger
universe still… it's all a bit like the conclusion of
the Narnia cycle in reverse, each greater reality
"further out" instead of "further in", which is
ironic for a series based on a man with a magic
travelling box that contains worlds within. This
also is why our "real" world would be the world
of "Dead Romance", the one at the bottom of
this series of bottles within bottles – our universe
is the one that doesn't have Time Lords of its
own.)
Clearly, though, this is Lawrence making an early
attempt at solving all problems of continuity or
discontinuity. But rather than saying that these
disjointed stories are from parallel universes, he
suggests that they are "nested", like Russian
dolls: all fundamentally similar, but each
"slightly less real" than the next.
This is a smarter idea than might first appear
and a clear step on from simple "parallel
universes". Parallels mean you can just dismiss
some stories or ranges or indeed entire media as
"not real"; this "bottle theory" says that while
you can still pick your favourite, all the others
remain "real" bundled up inside it.
The idea that the nearly-shared universes of
Doctor Who are "nested" like this is very close to
the idea of conflicting/co-existing hypertimes,
but adds the – to my mind unnecessary –
element of hierarchy, being able to say one is
"more real" or "less real" than another. It plays
into the need of some fans for canonical
authority, where one range can boss around
another. Rather I'd suggest that each view is an
equal – and equally flawed – vision or shadow of
the "real" reality.
It means you can have two contradictory
versions of "Human Nature" – or, for example,
the New Adventure and the Benny audio
versions of "Birthright" – and neither "trumps"
the other. Both are "unreliable narrator" versions
of "what really happened": some witnesses

remember the events with the seventh
Doctor, some do not. Take your pick.
Meanwhile… after the towering highs of
"Dead Romance" (and the preceding novel
"Where Angels Fear"), the New
Adventures rather tailed away, with Justin
Richards and Dave Stone writing
alternating novels that alternately
retconned each other out of the range
before finishing with the definite whimper
of "Twilight of the Gods". But that wasn't
the end for Benny.
Just as the in-universe fracturing of
continuity reflected the breaking up of
Doctor Who fandom in the real world, so
the real world was starting to mirror the
continuity of the Doctor Who universe,
and Benny was able to escape to her own
"bottle universe", another "different but
parallel" story-telling world: Big Finish
Productions' ongoing audio-adventures.
And blowing up Gallifrey would have a
rather unusual effect on them. Namely,
they would uncouple their continuity from
the rest of Doctor Who.
But first, at the time the New Adventures
were dying, Gary Russell and Jason HaighEllery were just setting up Big Finish
Productions to make a professional go of
their old "Audio Visuals" adventures.
Looking for material, they obtained a
licence from Virgin and the services of the
splendid Lisa Bowerman to play Benny
and started making audio plays out of
some of the earlier Benny New
Adventures. And, as described above, to
add to the confusion/set the precedent for
the TV version of "Human Nature" (delete
as you prefer), alternate Doctor-less
versions of some New Adventures that
had formerly included the seventh Doctor.
And with several of those under their
belts, they were able to approach the BBC
with an offer…
Beginning in 1999 with "The Sirens of
Time", Big Finish initially produced new

stories for the fifth, sixth and seventh Doctors,
content to set them in (occasionally
implausible) gaps between existing stories – the
fifth travelling with Nyssa between "Time-Flight"
and "Arc of Infinity", for instance or, more
incredibly, travelling with Peri between "Planet
of Fire and "The Caves of Androzani".
However, in 2001 they had begun a whole new
series of stories starting with "Storm Warning"
and staring Paul McGann as the post-"Time
Waits for No Man" eighth Doctor with the
impossibly lovely India Fisher as his companion,
self-styled Edwardian Adventuress Charlotte
"Charley" Pollard. This is a long way from
irrelevant, since the Doctor's loved-up
relationship with Charley prefigures his
subsequent televised relationship with Rose.
Now, although the Eighth Doctor Adventures in
the books had a different cast of supporting
characters there was for a while a sense that
either or both could be the "current" Doctor with
new stories forging his future as they went.
The destruction of Gallifrey changed all that. It
could have been the opportunity for a great
comics-style crossover, but instead resulted in
some of the worst breakdown in
communications you can manage in a
supposedly shared universe. For BBC books, the
whole "war" arc had led them up a continuity
blind alley, and they wanted to ditch everything
and start again. But from Big Finish's
perspective, their eighth Doctor audios were
being relegated to the status of mere "missing
adventures".
In the absence of a source of "pure" canon (i.e.
a continuing TV series – and observe how the
return of the series to television forces a lot of
these problems to get sorted out), Big Finish
certainly weren't going to accept the books as
"prime canon", and began to put about the idea
that there were "parallel" universes with their
own versions of the Doctor in having their own
versions of his adventures.
Charitably, you can say that this is giving the
audience more choice so long as you accept
that just being contradictory doesn't make
stories "invalid", but in feel it comes
dangerously close to forcing a "you're with us or

you're against us" decision on the
reader/listener: our continuity is the "real"
one or you're just in a parallel universe.
The irony is that Big Finish then went
though their own continuity-dumping
exercise. In their 2003, 40th Anniversary
story "Zagreus", the Doctor is infected
with a destructive force called "anti-time"
and must exile himself from our universe
in order to stop it destroying everything.
Charley stows away with him and they set
out, ostensibly, to adventure in a whole
new universe free of all the old things that
he remembers.
This should have been an exercise in
joyful creative freedom, but instead – stop
me if you've heard that before with the
BBC Books – led to them locking
themselves into a story arc that had the
Doctor and Charley and new alien
companion C'Rizz travelling through time
zone barriers in search of a lost TARDIS
and either Rassilon or "the divergents"
one or other of whom would turn out to be
"behind it all". In spite of several good,
even excellent stories along the way, this
was just another continuity strait-jacket
often with a sense of literally going
nowhere.
Nevertheless, notice how even though
trying to do their own thing, the story of
the Doctor lost in a universe without Time
Lords is a crooked reflection of the
surprisingly similar route taken by the
books. It's like we're seeing the same
story told in a different slice of hypertime.
As with the BBC Books, the oncoming
juggernaut of the new television series
forestalled too much of this and the arc
was cut short after eight stories, with the
Doctor discovering he was cured and
could return to the "proper" universe.
Where he runs straight into the Daleks.
From this point on, the Big Finish eighth
Doctor doesn't encounter the Time Lords
in any of the stories with Charley and
C'Rizz after returning from exile either,

and once first C'Rizz and then Charley left him,
that strand comes to an end. Even Charley's
later adventures are wildly contradictory and
apocryphal! It must be catching. The series of
adventures with Sheridan Smith as Lucie Miller
do have Time Lords in – mostly one particular
Time Lord, Straxus, acting on behalf of the High
Council, or so he says. But relations between
the Doctor and his people seem guardedly
cordial, rather warmer than when Romana told
him his exile would have to be forever on pain of
death, suggesting that probably these
adventures are earlier in his life than the ones
with Charley.
(Handily, Davros gives him yet another dose of
amnesia, which would cover a multitude of sins
and past "forgotten" adventures and
companions. "The Company of Friends" hints at
many, many more of these, in fact.)
This allows that events in the post-"Zagreus"
Doctorless universe continue in Big Finish spinoff series "Gallifrey", released between 2004
and 2006 and, like the curtailing of the
Divergent arc, clearly heavily influenced by the
new television series too.
In "Zagreus", Lalla Ward had reprised her role
as Romana, elevated (as per New Adventures
and Eighth Doctor Adventures) to President of
the Time Lords, and Louise Jameson had
returned as Leela, now a wise "noble savage" as
well as warrior. This allowed them to be set up
as President and bodyguard-cum-advisor in the
spin-off.
The first season of "Gallifrey" is four mainly
stand-alone stories loosely linked by Romana's
struggles to open Gallifrey up to diplomacy with
the other "Temporal Powers" and by the threat
of an anti-Time Lord terrorist faction "Free Time"
who claim to have stolen a weapon of mass
destruction allegedly built by the Time Lords
themselves.
The second season and third season form much
more obviously continuous stories. The second
sees the emergence of Pandora, who styles
herself Imperiatrix of Gallifrey, a villain from the
Time Lords' deep past. Executed for her crimes
(yes, she is just like a female Morbius), she hid

her mind in the dark partition of the Matrix
until a younger Romana accidentally
entered her domain. Pandora seeks to
regain corporeal form through the current
Romana, but ultimately succeeds only in
re-incarnating herself in the form of the
first Romana and the season ends with the
two Romanas at war.
The third and so far concluding season
deals with Gallifrey's Civil War and its
aftermath. Romana is victorious over
Pandora but loses the Presidency as a
result, while several of the other Temporal
Powers attempt to invade Gallifrey,
causing more chaos but ultimately
resulting in their own destruction. The final
episode, "Panacea", sees an apparently
even worse threat: a virus, initially used
by the "Free Time" terrorists, that affects a
Time Lord when they regenerate, reducing
them to a zombie-like stupor. With the Civil
War and the invasion, there have been
many regenerations recently, and so there
are now many such zombies. However,
charming rogue and intergalactic conartist Mephistopheles Arkadian – also seen
in the first and fourth stories of the first
season – appears offering a "cure" in
exchange for all of the illegal weapons of
mass destruction that Pandora had
stockpiled during the Civil War.
The final revelations are that the "cure" is
an end to regeneration itself, which will
turn the Time Lords into ordinary humans,
while it is Arkadian himself who has
concocted this virus – and probably the
entire so-called terrorist threat – in order
that he can obtain Gallifrey's secrets and
profit from them. And it transpires that
he's working for "some metal gentlemen"…
The story concludes with all Gallifrey
succumbing to the virus while the
weapons of mass destruction loaded
aboard an out-of-control TARDIS come
plummeting towards the planet with
Romana, Leela, K-9 and their friend the
exiled Cardinal Braxiatel, looking on
helplessly.

With a new series on television, it's obvious that
the writers (mainly Alan Barnes) decided to
have the Gallifrey series segue as much as
possible into the Time War back-story that
Russell Davies is using on the box. Hence the
Daleks being, ultimately, behind the attacks on
Gallifrey. Viral warfare is an old trick of theirs,
and they've been known to use catspaws before
too – the Master in "Frontier in Space" is the
obvious example.
But what is once more telling is the way that
the events in "Panacea" so strongly resemble
the way Gallifrey gets destroyed in "The
Ancestor Cell". Certainly, the story is different,
but the important tropes are all in place: Time
Lords possessed by "zombie death cult"; first
strike by the enemy that destroys the planet;
coincidentally wiping out many of the Time
Lords' most powerful weapons (since the strike
happens to be those very weapons).
This is the crucial point. By retelling a story that
we've seen done in a different way, they've
chosen to undo the shattering of the Doctor
Who continuities.
Particular kudos to Alan Barnes and Big Finish
here for their "Panacea" which does exactly
that: heals all ills.
What they've done, and again I'll call it genius,
is to say that these multiple parallel universes
with their multiple parallel, contradictory stories
are not just telling different stories, but that
these stories, even with their contractions, are
linked. They are telling us the same story.
Assuredly, in several key details they do
contradict one another:
e.g. In "Doctor Who" on television, the enemy
against whom the Time Lords fight the Time War
are unequivocally the Daleks; in "The Eighth
Doctor Adventures" it is implied that they are
not – in particular in "Alien Bodies" where both
the enemy and the Daleks receive invitations to
the auction while in a flash-back scene the
future Time Lord Mr Homunculette visits Earth
during the Dalek invasion and believes that the
humans are lucky only to be facing the Daleks.
e.g. "Gallifrey" stars the second incarnation of

Romana, as played by Lalla Ward (with
occasional guest support from Mary Tamm
as the first Romana); "The Eighth Doctor
Adventures" introduces a third Romana.
e.g. on television and in "The Eighth
Doctor Adventures", the Doctor himself
destroys Gallifrey, but in "The Book of the
War" and "Gallifrey" the audio series he
doesn't even appear (or, at least, doesn't
appear to appear in the former, anyway).
But equally each story has elements
within it that do reflect all the others: the
collision of past and future; the Doctor's
exile to another universe; the "mystery" of
the enemy (even the television series has
the Doctor go all mysterious and refuse to
name them for five episodes); and
ultimately the destruction of Gallifrey in
(again with the Douglas Adams) every
version of reality.
It's all evidence that there is one big
story. We just can't see it: it's too big. We
don't have the perceptions to see all of our
own history properly. Likewise we cannot
see all of the history of the Time War. All
we can see is the way that the stories we
do understand are warped and reflected
around it.
To bring this right up to date, then, the
Doctor's tenth regeneration story, "The
End of Time", sees on-screen recognition
of many of the themes and plot devices
that had been developed in books and
audios before it. The lines about what the
Time Lords become because of the War
could have been taken directly from "Alien
Bodies". The revelation that Time Lords of
the television series have become the
monsters that we saw them become in
both Eighth Doctor and Faction Paradox
novels and that Rassilon is as much of a
villain and monomaniac as he was in the
Big Finish audios makes the circle
complete.
And that is our fractal history.
What it tells us is that all paths, all stories
in the Time War lead to one point, the

destruction of Gallifrey, the story literally too big
for one multi-verse.
So the origin of the Time War is the destruction
of Gallifrey: it is the beginning, not the end. The
battle is to determine whose fractured history
leads up to that point; and the prize is who gets
the future afterwards.
And that is where I should stop, with the
conclusion that the Time War is always one
Time War, no matter how many different stories
there are of it.
But I'm going to send you away with something
else to think about.
The change from books and audios back to
television has changed the war at a
metaphorical level.
For the novels, with seemingly less and less
chance of the series ever returning to television
"the war" meant: some terrible Event that is
going to happen that explains why we don't
seem to have a future any more.
The television series has a very different
existential crisis, for TV Doctor Who, the "Time
War" is: some terrible Event that happened that
explains why we don't seem to have a past any
more.
In the novels, the war is a bad war, with a
nebulous enemy who may not even exist, a
sense of powerlessness among the participants,
the fear that we are turning ourselves into
monsters by fighting it, and confusion over what
it is all for, even whether we are fighting the
right enemy. It is the War on Terror.
But for television, the Time War is the good war
– the enemy is the Nazis, there's a sense of
heroic victory even at the cost of the "British
Empire", and there's a nostalgic refrain that
things aren't as good as they used to be before
the war. It is World War II.
This paradigm shift is quite profound: avoiding
questions of what a "War on Terror" means that
we have done; recasting the War as…
comfortable national myth.

Tangentially, "The End of Time" addresses
this: the Doctor himself admitting that he
has been mythologizing the Time Lords. As
"winner" of the Time War he was the one
writing this history, choosing to remember
them as noble and wise. Just as we
frequently choose to remember our history
without remembering that Bomber Harris
dropped British bombs on German cities
killing German children; overlooking how
we allied ourselves with Stalin's Soviet
Russia, joining forces with one – arguably
worse – monster to fight another.
Yes, although you can say that returning to
television refocuses the series on the child
audience, that is clearly not any reason to
make the politics more childish.
So I'll leave you with this: what does that
tell us about our culture and about
ourselves?

Happy story telling.

Nine Carols And Lessons For Godless People, The
Bloomsbury, London
by Andrew Hickey
Sat next to my friend Miriam, waiting for the show to start, I said “I feel a bit out of place
here. I'm probably the only person here who thinks Richard Dawkins is a tosser.”
Reassured by her that I wasn't (and that we also had a similar opinion of Ben Goldacre,
though in her case it's because he keeps stealing her cigarettes) I settled in for two
hours of hectoring New Atheist ranting. But luckily, that wasn't quite what I got.
The Nine Carols and Lessons for Godless People series of events has been put together
by the comedian Robin Ince for the last couple of years, and is a very odd event that
Ince has described as being 'a cross between the Royal Institute Christmas Lectures
and the Royal Variety Performance'. A gathering of the tribes for Rationalists-with-acapital-R, it hadn't previously appealed to me as, while I consider myself a rationalist, I
don't consider those who disagree with me to be stupid or evil, which appears to be
the main qualification for New Atheism.
But this year one of the events had Richard Herring (my favourite comedian), Alan
Moore (the greatest living writer in the English language), Robyn Hitchcock (one of the
great songwriters of the last few decades) and Jonny Ball (a children's TV entertainer
who presented programmes about science when I was a kid, and my hero when I was
eight). I'd have paid the ticket price and travelled to That London just to see these four.
But it was a VERY strange experience.
Most of the show was wonderful. Herring read out stories he'd written as a tiny child,
misspellings and all. His former double-act partner Stewart Lee did an old routine about
arguing with evangelists. Alan Moore was the funniest thing I've ever seen (talking
about how Lee, Ince and Josie Long had plotted to get him, a pagan, on to the show
to make them look cleverer, sitting round a table in The Death Is The End & Firkin).
Andrew Collins showed us how to dance without other people noticing, John Otway
performed Bunsen Burner topless, playing the theremin with his stomach. Robyn
Hitchcock performed Red Locust Frenzy with a woman on musical saw. Brian Cox
essentially did a tribute act to Carl Sagan, showing us the Pale Blue Dot photo.
And I want to emphasise that most of the show was wonderful. In particular, I enoyed
rapper Baba Brinkman, who performed a partly-improvised piece about evolution
called Performance, Feedback, Revision which managed to convey a full
understanding of the scientific method, cybernetics and the process of natural
selection by comparing these to the process he uses in creating a new song – he
performs it, sees what the audience like and dislike, and rewrites it accordingly.
But one of the best acts of the night was Jonny Ball, who talked about Newton and
how Newton had synthesised Galileo and Kepler, and how to all intents and purposes
Newton had become a genius by reading two books. Ball's message was that we
could all be geniuses, and that all the problems facing humanity are soluble if we put
our minds to it, and he put this over with humour (mostly stupid bad jokes, but so many
of them that some were bound to make anyone laugh) and simple tricks involving a

ball and string. He was funny, clever, and thought-provoking.
And earlier that day there had been a huge campaign on Twitter to get him dropped
from the show.
The night before, Ball had come onstage and expressed his disbelief in the concept of
global warming, and had been slow-hand-clapped off stage. This was apparently
enough to make a large proportion of the audience want him to be dropped.
The odd thing about this is that a lot of the people calling for him to be dropped from
the bill – of a show, remember, that has nothing to do with global warming or the
environment – would have considered themselves 'liberal'. In fact, I heard the word
liberal come from the stage several times during the course of the show. But it was in a
sort of paradoxical sense.
While the show was meant to be for 'godless' or 'rational' people, in fact a minority of
people on stage seemed to make a hell of a lot of presumptions about the audience –
that we'd all hate the Daily Mail, that we considered ourselves 'lefty-liberals' and so on.
At least two separate people said agnostics should 'pick a side'.
And there was a general sense from some of these people that there were sides being
picked, and that your membership of their side rested on a whole lot of unspoken
assumptions. Ince completely misinterpreted a quote from Richard Feynman to say he
wished more scientists would dismiss things like homeopathy as 'kinda nutty' without
bothering to investigate them. And there were a lot of attacks on the religious, and on
anyone who disagreed with this unspoken consensus.
Some of the less interesting bits were just this kind of attack. Simon Singh, for example,
completely, utterly and comprehensively demolished the 'bible code' and made its
supporters look incredibly foolish – but I doubt anyone in that audience had ever for a
nanosecond considered the possibility of it being correct.
And this kind of attack on a common enemy would be fine in small doses, but the fact
that the previous night's audience had reacted so badly to Ball challenging their
prejudices suggests that, for many people there, this wasn't actually about reason or
science, and certainly not about liberalism, but about making the right noises so
everyone knew what team you're on.
Personally, I consider homeopathy bunk, and while I've not looked into the science
behind global warming I'm more-or-less in favour of accepting it as a hypothesis for
now, because the steps we could take to stop it are, of themselves, worthwhile things to
do anyway. I probably agree with 90%+ of the people there about 90%+ of the time.
But I think it says something that the two most entertaining and interesting performers of
the night – and the two who looked happiest, too – were Moore the pagan and Ball the
climate denier. Certainly were I picking 'teams', I'd want them on any team I could get
them on. Those who actually support rational decision making, and aren't just interested
in picking 'goodies' and 'baddies', should be trying to include rather than exclude these
people.
And I want to emphasise that the vast majority of those involved in the show did seem
that way – for most of them it was a celebration of what they were for. But those who
were more interested in what they were against made the show less than perfect.

"I think I am becoming unhealthily
obsessed with Leonard Cohen," I said
in a text message to a friend. "I was
so absorbed in 'Suzanne' that I got off
at the wrong bus stop."
He replied: "I have avoided him for
years" ... which surprised me; I
would've thought LC would've been
right up his rue. I scrolled down, read
the rest of the message - "because I'm
afraid I would get far too into him" and laughed.
It's happened very quickly. About a
week ago, I was still listening to an
audiobook on my mp3 player, but as
soon as it finished I have been
voraciously listening to music in a way
that I don't remember happening since
my teens. My tastes have remained
indiscriminate (as I hope my last.fm
profile is starting to attest, though a
random collection of Andrew's songs
from six months ago and the fact that
it doesn't seem to be registering
anything I'm playing today are both
contributing to the really weird stats
at the moment), but of course a few
things stick out and the stickiest of
them all is Leonard Cohen.
Having spent so long thinking that
music was just aural wallpaper (always
there, in the background, maybe okay
and maybe not, but always chosen by
someone one), I think I have stumbled
across something good to get myself
back into the music-drunk state of my
teenage years. I could get interested in
his music as deeply as I want to or
have the attention span for, but the
superficial listening is also rewarded: I
found myself one day walking home
with my headphones in my ears and
heard Rufus Wainwright singing "But
there were so many people you just
had to meet without your clothes!"

and it was so unexpected and
perfect that I laughed enough to
not be able to see where I was
going and nearly ran into a
(parked) car. Now that's a good
song.
If you are lucky enough to see
him perform live, as I was twice
last year, the third thing you'd
notice about Leonard Cohen
might be the hat. Indeed, "he's
wearing a hat," was the first
thing Andrew said when he
walked on stage. "Hats are good.
I just saw seven people wearing
hats on stage." I didn't say
anything -- I wasn't going to let
thoughts of his Beach Boys
concert (covering up their bald
spot!) mar this long-awaited
evening -- but he's right. Hats
are good. "They're all wearing
hats," he adds approvingly as the
rest of the band settle themselves
on the stage. I grin, adding my
approval too.
And the suit. In the DVD I have
he explains that his father was a
tailor, so he's used to suits and
while he's tried jeans he doesn't
feel comfortable in them. The
reviews I've read of the
Manchester gigs compare him to
'20s gangsters or New York jazz
musicians from the '50s. (I think
it's the hat. It confuses people to
see unironic hats these days.)
The second thing you'd notice is
how old he is, and how well he
looks despite it. His age is one of
the things everyone's talking
about, of course. Even him, a bit.
"It's been fourteen, fifteen years
since I toured," he said. "I was
sixty then. Just a kid with a crazy

dream." Everybody laughs of course.
It's a good line, not even tainted by
him clearly knowing it is a good line."I
took Prozac," he continued, and adds
a long litany of other such dried frog
pills. "I studied the religions and
philosophies of the world. But
cheerfulness always breaks through." I
smiled so much at that I thought the
grin would wrap all the way around my
head and everything above my chin
would topple off.
And he is frail in his good suit, but it's
hard to believe -- perhaps because I'm
about a third his age -- that he can
really be that old. There's a twinkle in
his eye, Andrew tells me (if I'm too far
away to see hats, I'm definitely too far
away to see this), and there are young
women hooting and hollering (I heard
some filthy things during "I'm Your
Man"! if I were of a weaker
constitution it would've fair put me off
my Aero Bubbles).
The first thing you notice is the voice.
Of course. I was really looking forward
to this because while I was introduced
to his music mostly by other people
singing it, or him singing when he was
much younger, I have heard one or
two songs where his voice sounds as it
is now and it's amazing. It's better
than the records, fitting the worldweariness of his songs much better
than the clear pure tones of his
(relative) youth.
Better how? Reviews string adjectives
along in front of it, trying to capture
his baritone in a description like rich,
rumbly, elemental, rich in gravitas,
even sexual... and my favorite: "His
voice these days sounds like it is
huskily whispering a lullaby directly
into your ear from about six inches
away." That's exactly what it sounds
like to me. Even in the Opera House I
could've believed the songs were being
sung just for my ears.
You know, I've been going crazy about

the prospect of actually seeing
the actual Leonard Cohen since
March. I've listened to four times
more LC songs than anything
else, according to last.fm, and
that's missing out a lot of it.
Even the day Andrew bought the
tickets left me so excited I
couldn't sit still at work. I've had
a rough couple of months and
the prospect of seeing a musician
I like at precisely the time I most
liked them has been a little
lifeline for me to hang on to,
something good to look forward
to. Something very important.
In short, I had such high
expectations of this one little gig
that it should've occurred to me
that I was setting myself up for
disappointment. But I didn't even
consider that possibility until a
few seconds into the first song,
"Dance Me to the End of Love,"
somehow laid-back and
passionate at the same time, and
realized that as far as I was
concerned it was already worth it.
For once, my mind was quiet and
I was at ease. I didn't want to be
anywhere else. It was like that
feeling I'd had on the bus,
whatever your music is, mine is
better. Whatever else you
could've been doing at seventhirty on that Wednesday night,
it wasn't as good as what all of
us were doing.
"Tower of Song" would've been
worth it all by itself. At the end
of the song the female backing
vocalists continued singing on
their own: "doo dah dum dum,
dah doo dum dah." Over and
over, and just as it got to the
point when my ears were
expecting it to fade off, because
that's what the version on my
CD does, LC turned to the
women and said, "Don't stop."
So they didn't. Little chuckle

from the audience. Everybody else was done, no more instruments, no
other singing. Just them going "doo dah dum dum, dah doo dum dah."
Again and again. Staying in time and on pitch, as easily as if they were
still accompanied by the band and not out there on a musical tightrope
without a safety net.

Doo dah dum dum...
"That's it," he said.
...dah doo dum dah.
"After years of searching through
the mysteries," he says, gesturing to
them, "I've finally found the key."

Doo dah dum dum, dah
doo dum dah.

Just to make it very clear, the following article is the viewpoint of
me and only me. It is neither official Lib Dem material, nor does it
necessarily reflect the opinions of any of the other contributors
(especially those from North America, for whom this is about as
relevant as the cricket one...)

WHY YOU SHOULD VOTE LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT
by Andrew Hickey
I'm afraid that despite the international makeup of our magazine's writers (and, we hope,
readers) this article has rather a British slant to it. If you're not eligible to vote in this year's
British elections, feel free to skip it and go on to read something else. There's not a test at
the end.
To my knowledge, at least four of the writers in this magazine are members of the Liberal
Democrat party. Given this, one would suspect that most of this magazine's readership
would be broadly sympathetic to the Lib Dems' aims, but statistically only around 20% of
you will support the party.
I think in large part this is to do with the fact that we're portrayed in the media (and,
indeed, used to portray ourselves) as centrists, which given that the parties of the ostensible
'left' and 'right' in the UK are both right-wing authoritarian corporatist parties with little
but brand names to differentiate between them, must lead a lot of people to dismiss us
without really bothering to investigate what we stand for.
The fact is, the Liberal Democrats are a fundamentally different kind of party to Labour and
the Conservatives. The political compass (http://politicalcompass.org ) is a tool of fairly
limited utility, and fairly inaccurate, but as far as it goes it can show ideological differences,
and it generally puts our members in the bottom left (libertarian with 'left' economics)
though it puts the party's manifestos to the economic right of the membership. It puts the
other two solidly in the top right (authoritarian/right-wing) quadrant.
I don't have the room here to go into a complete list of our policies – and these change,
anyway. I'm just going to give you two things to consider.
The first is this, from our constitution, printed on the membership card of every member:
the Liberal Democrats exist to build and safeguard a fair, free and open society,
in which we seek to balance the fundamental values of liberty, equality and
community, and in which no-one shall be enslaved by poverty, ignorance or
conformity
Is this something you can really imagine 'New' Labour or the Tories saying? In particular,
note the bit about conformity. Other ideologies may well accept, say, bisexual or trans
people, because they believe in fairness – and I do not want, at all, to slight the very real
commitments to equality that can be and have been made by members of other parties. But
only liberalism as an ideology sees non-conformity as an actual good, as something to be
celebrated rather than tolerated.

Alex Wilcock once spent some time coming up with various alternative slogans for the Lib
Dems, and my personal favourite was “If you want to tell the Daily Mail to fuck off, vote Lib
Dem”. We believe in freedom, not just the limited 'freedom of choice' to which the major
parties pay lip service, but real freedom – including the freedom to do things we may
personally find distasteful. We fought against the recent criminalisation of 'extreme
pornography' not because we as a party find that sort of thing of interest (though that law
casts a wider net than you may imagine. I'm as vanilla as they come, but I own a copy of
Alan Moore and Melinda Gebbie's comic Lost Girls, which may well fall under that law. First
they came for the masturbators...) - most of us find that kind of porn fairly icky – but
because finding something a bit icky is not actually a good reason to criminalise it.
The second reason to vote for us is because we're the only major party that guarantees that if
it ever gets into power it will destroy itself.
That may sound like an odd claim, but it's literally true. The Liberal Democrats support a
form of proportional representation called multi-member STV. I won't get into the details of
this here, because it's the kind of thing that makes people's eyes glaze over, but in short, if
this was brought in in Westminster it would, as a side-effect, lead to the current major
political parties breaking up into much smaller ones. The Liberal Democrats, for example,
would almost certainly break into three parties – a 'social liberal' party consisting of most of
the current party, either merged with or working in coalition with the Co-Operative party,
the Compass wing of Labour and the more sensible Greens; a 'right liberal' party with a few
of the right wing of the party and some of the saner members of the current Conservative
party, and a rump Chomskyan Anarchist party that would probably ally with the first party
for the most part, but use rhetoric closer to the second.
The Tories and Labour talk about change and reform, but will never reform the system that
keeps them in power. Were the Lib Dems to get into power, we would make sure it never
happens again. That's why you should vote for us.

That was a partly political rant on behalf of
no-one in particular. And now, sport...

HOPELESSLY PANGLOSSIAN
Holly Matthies
In what would in any civilized country fit the
term of the dog days of August, summer's last
delirium, I spent a small personal delirium of
tiredness and brain-fog. I remember little else
of a long weekend except a contest
between two countries that don't have
proper Augusts. Australia spends it in winter
clothes, and England spends it, well, in my
experience, having all four seasons in one
day.
The occasional thin milky sunlight straining
through grey clouds might have warmed a
patch on the bed near the window, but what
really kept me warm was my laptop, in the
bed with me so I could curl up with Test
Match Special. I happened to learn I could
also use the laptop's power brick as a
makeshift hot-water bottle to soothe the
joints in my aching legs, but I most felt the
benefit of cricket commentary on digital
radio during this, the last test of the Ashes.
I was not quite a Victorian invalid, and part of
the reason cricket on the radio was such a
balm to my weary soul was that I'd found it
made practically anything I had to do –
washing the dishes, lugging home as many
groceries as I could carry, waiting for a bus –
better by its very presence. It became, in the
way ubiquitous things can, something
associated with good solid quotidian things
merely by virtue of always being there.
New to living in the UK, and much newer to
cricket, I was learning this slowly because I
had to learn it by myself. My English husband
has much animosity towards sports of all
kinds, and while it might be fair to say he
hates cricket the least, that doesn't set the
bar very high. (I wonder if it's the potential
profusion of massive beards like his, and
possibly even the eccentric characters that
so often go along with such outlandish
appearances, that might rescue it from
further derision.)
A friend has since told me that TMS was the

soundtrack of her summers, growing up,
and since she's only recently learned
anything about the game, it seemed to
her then to be “poetry in a foreign
language.” That's exactly how it felt,
and still often feels, to me: words which
you cannot hope to know or even
guess the meaning of, leaving you with
no choice but letting them wash over
you and gleaning, if you can,
something other than meaning from
them, something to do instead with the
rhythms or the melody of the sounds,
the textures of different voices, the
aspects of music that underpin all our
language but which are hard to
unearth most of the time because we're
usually concerned only with the
meaning of what's being said. When it
means nothing, other things can be
found in it.
Still enjoying but eventually frustrated
with this strange lexical alchemy, I start
to struggle up the ladder of meaning. It
took a while. I distinctly remember
being on my fourth or fifth explanation
of what an over is before it finally stuck.
It didn't help that, as I'd never watched
the game much, it took me a while to
learn things as basic as that there are
two batters on the field at once, that
the defending team can stand pretty
much wherever they like (which still
boggles my baseball-influenced brain),
and similar cringingly obvious aspects of
the game.
Over a summer's random exposure to
test cricket, and the patient
explanations of a friend of mine, I found
myself by this the last series of the Ashes
well-enough equipped to make sense
of what was happening, more or less,
though both my ignorance of the subtle
nuances and my poor addled brain
provided plenty of chances to continue
the poetry-in-a-foreign-language
appreciation.

Here's what I started writing at the time:
Hooray, the last series of the Ashes starts
today!
I realize those around me might not be as
excited about this as I am, since Australia
needs only a draw to retain the Ashes. But I –
Hang on a second while I bask in the glory of
sounding like I know what I’m talking about
here. I’m painfully new to cricket.
In fact I’m writing this partly because
someone dear to me asked me to. He wants
to know why I like cricket. So do I, actually.
I’m writing this in hopes of finding out.
So, where was I?
Oh yes: But I don’t mind if England lose the
Ashes again, because cricket doesn’t make
me partisan, oddly enough.
It's true. Other team sports can rarely hold
my attention unless I want one team to win
over another. I could care less about
American football (or “handegg” as I like to
call it) except inasmuch as I vaguely prefer it
when the team from my state wins. .I
watched English football with a vague sense
of bewilderment until, thanks to an odd set of
occurrences, I ended up choosing
Portsmouth (or, as some m have it,
Portsmouth chose me...) as my team and
now even though Redknapp stole all our
good players and we're sure to be relegated
this year, I'm a lot happier. The first Six
Nations game I saw on TV – actually heard
down the corridor before I saw it – was WalesEngland and though you'd think England
might be the obvious choice as I live there, I
had to go for Wales because even before
the game started their fans' singing stopped
me dead in my tracks in that corridor, made
a lasting impression, and I don't think there's
anything wrong with choosing the team with
the best singing.
But cricket doesn't do that to me, and I'm not
sure that's a good thing. In fact, it makes me
a little uneasy. Without tribalism and
partisanship, what is there to hold my now
undeniable and growing interest in the
game?

I am uncomfortably aware, thanks to
my first exposure to cricket being an
essay I wrote in college on “Sports and
Empire,” cricket's origins as a tool to
teach such manly traits as fair play,
teamwork and sportsmanship to the
expected future leaders of the British
Empire, and also as a means of keeping
the colonials immersed in local rivalries
to keep them from uniting against the
big bad British.
Surely that can't be right. As if “it isn't
whether you win or lose, it's how you
play the game” isn't weedy enough a
reason, the inescapable connotations
of war (cf. “play up, play up, and play
the game”) and similarly unsavory
pursuits are enough to make anyone
uneasy. Yet not being from, or holding
particular allegiance to, a cricketplaying nation, I am left wondering
what appeal the game can have for
me.
I didn't realize it at the time, but now
that I look back on it I think I tuned in to
the last test of the Ashes series for this
summer hoping not for England to win,
and not for Australia to win, but just to
witness a good story taking place.
Handegg is a trailer for an action
movie, baseball is a slim volume of
poetry by someone you've probably
never heard of, but cricket is a good,
thick novel.
Some will devour it and try to lead their
lives as its main characters do, some will
have it on the shelf for show as much as
anything, some might use it as a
doorstop, but everyone seems to have
it around. Everyone knows when
something's Just Not Cricket, even if
they couldn't tell their silly mid-on from
their leg-spinners.
I like sports not for the hooligans or the
bullying PE teachers who foist them
upon us at impressionable ages but for
the stories. I will forever be devoted to
the poetry of baseball, however slim it
may be in this age of steroids and

soulless ballparks with corporate sponsors. I'm
even willing to admit there's something
worthy in the action-movie nature of
handegg, though neither is my favorite I can
see they perform a vital service in our society.

For all I know we’re ten wickets down at lunch
and Australia have launched a devastating
counterattack.

And I am quickly becoming enamored of the
drawn-out narratives over the four or five days
of a good test match. (One lunchtime
interview in this last test, when Aggers
droolingly admired Lily Allen for preferring test
cricket to one-day matches or Twenty20, I
was angrily shouting at the radio “She's not
the only 20something girl who likes test cricket
the best!” and then muttering “she's just the
one with the most annoying giggle.”)
Cricket is about story, and not just the stories
that happen in the game. One of my favorite
albums of 2009 is sure to be The Duckworth
Lewis Method, eponymous album by a group
consisting of Neil Hannon of The Divine
Comedy and someone from another band
who just like cricket and wrote an entire
album about it, whose songs range from the
ex-colonial-perspective Radio-2-worthy single
funky “Age of Revolution” to the astoundingly
clever retelling of Shane Warne's “bowl of the
century” in “Jiggery Pokery.” The Duckworth
Lewis Method, named after one of cricket's
arcane necessities, is one kind of story off the
pitch that endears me to the sport.
But there are many more. On what ended up
being the last day of this last test, on TMS I
heard messages read out from people on
Mount Everest (”acclimatizing before a fourday attempt at the summit, so this has to finish
today”) and people stationed at South
Georgia Island in Antarctica (”enjoying a bit
of English summer in our winter”). And there is
the beautiful image of Stephen Fry, on the
edge of his seat as he flies across the Atlantic
Ocean, going to such lengths to keep up.
Happily Alan, the captain of the plane, has personally
popped down to tell me the current cricket score…
The flight deck had tuned in to the BBC’s 198 longwave
transmissions of TMS to receive the news that England
were 100 for 3. No loss of wickets yet. But at this
moment we’re too far over the Atlantic for broadcast
radio reception and are now relying on Shannon’s ATC
tower for updates, which are achingly slow in coming.

The game is as much about these
people and these stories as it is about
Broad’s excellent bowling or Flintoff’s
last test or Trott getting a century in his
first test match. I told you my little
invalid story at the beginning because
that's what I brought to cricket this
summer but we all have our own stories.
When we turn on the radio we’re all
participating in it somehow, I think, and
that’s what I like so much about cricket.

More from Bill Ritchie here, this time talking about The Avengers, a subject dear to the heart of
many a PEP! Contributor, with illustrations by Wesley Osam.

WHAT THE WELL-DRESSED SIDEKICK IS
WEARING
Bill Ritchie
Now, I was born in the mid-Sixties, so I
remember watching all this stuff and plugging
it in, somewhat haphazardly on occasion, into
everything else that was going on. Echoes of
the politics and philosophy I'd just missed, halfremembered dreamscapes of radio music and
pale Super-8 colour, it infected a lot of the
world I was living in -- the Generation Gap, the
War, the Other Side, the almighty Year 2000
hovering in the distance...
...The unfixed future of the twentieth century.
Somehow there's nothing that says all that
quite as economically as the Emma Peel era of
The Avengers -- although I hope to show The
Avengers wasn't a standalone in this regard, in
at least some ways -- with its perpetual momentjust-gone shortcuts, notes just showing up,
empty of useless information about such trivial
matters as the past: "Mrs. Peel -- We're
Needed", and that's all you get, the stuff floats
in a bubble by itself. Mrs. Peel? Why must she
be a Mrs.? Obviously, because the past can't be
disposed of with sufficient ostentation, unless
it's first made much of; and so the honorific
only accentuates the essentially-distracted
nature of the Avengers' unbesmirched Nowness. It's set nowhere, it's set inside a
fictionalized time and space that aims at
nothing but being "classic" -- the texture of
historicity is there, but the content's been
cleanly stripped away from it. Acknowedged,
but scrupulously kept off the stage, like
Godot's reality it's made a mystery in itself. So
the whole thing could be happening today,
really, for all we know...
Except, that is, for the reason it could be
happening today. Which is a function of the
times it was made in, you see? All over your
televisual entertainment of the period, were
little spots of artistry in which the intention
was resolutely science-fictional,

"dislocationalizing" if I can be permitted
that unfortunate lapse in compositional
judgement, a "not-now" and even a nothere, that was all about what it pretended
it wasn't. Artificial countries and
imaginary dignitaries created in a
geopolitical vacuum, just to hint at the
existence of those cities and countries and
people we know, who lurk on "the Other
Side"...that we dare not name as such, for
fear of one thing and another. Fear of
being too on-the-nose? Fear of making
overt political statements? Fear of bad
marketing? Fear of nuclear destruction?
A great pudicity lay across everything, a
great hush -- naming actual names and
situations could only be for the serious,
approved, meticulously-phrased
commentaries, histories, and cautionary
tales: it was all just too damn serious for
anything else.
It was, indeed, a
very strange world
to grow up in. A
half-world,
governed by a
prophecy no one
bothered to
articulate -- who
was the enemy,
what were hippies
and Habitat and the
Beatles and
Buckminster Fuller
trying to get done? -- possibly because
part of the prophecy was that one day
they would finally know how to speak of
it. In the Seventies, particularly: it was a
world in which the recent past was
strangely difficult to address. Like an
open secret, more secret for its openness.
I saw an interview once, with a Russian
scholar whose name I can't recall -- this is

why I would make a lousy journalist, because I
can't be bothered to go looking for it -- who said
that most countries were in search of their
future, but Russia was in search of its
past...because they'd already had their future,
and it hadn't created any sort of through-line
through anything, but then again before it came
there was just a thousand years of living under
Czars, so that wasn't any good either. Russia's
problem, in this view, perhaps being best
described as modernism -- all those monuments
to a future that spent itself before it really got its
story going, the departure from a past that
lacked a useful narrative anyway, and so was
already alienated from most of the folks who
lived in it.
But on Our Side, we had
different uses for those
problems.
Which I am getting to, I
promise.
But first, this: I've long
maintained that the secret
of the Avengers' success
was that Steed was always
the sidekick, with a better
one hard to imagine. Summoned from nowhere
fresh with each episode, archaic, iconic, slyly
understanding, and thoroughly brilliant -- in his
way -- what a supreme charmer of a sidekick he
made! Always supplying just that which was
needed, until sadly he began to be asked to
supply what wasn't needed: himself as the
protagonist. But he was never the protagonist.
Indeed, he never could be.

Steed is only her...
Ah...
...Yes, well. Obviously I always intended
to go there. But it's about much more
than me just putting elliptical names
under subtextual microscopes, you know!
The young oldster, the old youngster, the
twice-born...brilliant but perhaps naive,
because the future is rushing straight at
him, and it's a place where his
competencies may not be of as much use
anymore. So he loses the spotlight to a
protagonistic character who is more
thoroughly immersed in the uncertainties
of the New, very much vitally of the
moment -- that same moment in which
the through-line is lost: who are our
enemies, and who are we? -- but as yet
lacking the experience necessary to
become the sole actuator of events. It all
sounds very familiar, I hope: your basic
Chosen One story. Eventually Steed will
have to go away, his world completed,
because that's what the prophecy
demands...unless somehow he can be
changed, to fit the one that's coming...
But, who's gonna change him? His fate's
already set!
And who is it, that can alter fate?

Well, no one; but then again your basic
Chosen One isn't born to alter the facts of
fate, only their meanings. Often they
would like to defeat prophecies, when
instead they cannot help but fulfill them;
Because Steed was older, after all; and therefore - but then of course that's the whole nature
- follow close, because it gets a bit dubious here - of the moral of the story -- you can't
- he came from a younger age. Something like an reconstruct your destiny until you accept
ultracompetent, super-precocious child, a
it. Can you.
Merlinic brat -- the final evolutionary flower of
the invisible and decaying garden of
See, this whole millenial Generation Gap
Establishment, he's a trickster and a
thing is kind of interesting, once you get
psychopomp, but it's not his job to experience
into it a bit!
the outside world, only to be brilliant in his way.
That is to say: brilliant and static. Because
So now let's do McMillan And Wife.
Steed is everything he is, precisely because he's
Another show about mystery and
a finished, final, perfectly refined product...and
detection and home life; about an older
it's Emma's job to experience. She's the hero.
Establishment figure and a young
She's the knight in shining armour, here; and
counterculture one, who get all tangled

up with one another. Modelled on the Thin
Man movies, of course, it was what they call
today a lighthearted romp: and yet Susan St.James isn't playing a straightforward Myrna Loy
part here, instead she is the ex-hippie wife of San
Francisco's Police Commissioner (though they
never tell you so in so many words), and so she's
about as charged up with Generation Gap Juice
as anyone could like, and so for Jungians this is
not just a field day, it's practically an overnight
trip. Change is still what it's all about -- Mac
changes, once Sally comes into his life, and
rescues him from slipping into outdatedness -first things first, he loses his manly moustache -and thus he finally grows up, you see. Because
that's the point.
The same point, deep down, as the one that
animates Avengers scripts: it's useless to think
we can keep going on as we have. The world is
changing, and we must find a way to change
along with it, because that change is not
something we can stop. As the Establishment's
power to control events and perspectives fades
away, it must find a way to introduce those
subversive social elements it lately fought, into
its own power structure. Or collapse into total
chaos, as all such Nixonian dreams of order
must. So, Mac may be the same main character
he was when the show was just called
McMillan, and Sally may be his new sidekick,
but he is not just the same main character
anymore than she is only a sidekick. Because
she signifies in her second-banana role the same
thing Emma Peel does in her more spotlighted
one: the promise of futurity.
And yet though this promise is as old as the
hills in human storytelling, sometimes we tell it
effectively and sometimes we don't -- and it's
the times themselves that often make the
difference, so it's an understanding of the tenor
of those times that the stories ultimately bestow
upon us. And through the understanding of
those times: a better understanding of our own.
Consider what happened to the idea of futurity
later on in popular imaginative TV
entertainment, for example: toward the end of
the 1970s we get Buck Rogers, the image of the
young oldster as superheroic Man of Feeling,
who's there to reawaken lost values of virility
for men, and touchably soft hair for
women...and I don't hate this show by any

means, but my goodness what a gall it
had! What a gall you had, late 1970s!
Buck teaches the creatively-arid future
society how to "loosen up" and "go with
the flow", he stimulates their sense of
their own humanity with his disco moves
and his from-the-hip instinctual
responses. In many ways this is as old as
the hills too, the battle for the future of
human life: after the Millenium, will we
be men and women and children, or just
very advanced machines going about our
programs? Tried and true stuff, but in this
case it's just the candy coating for an
appallingly bitter centre: in fact this is no
kind of brave new world at all, because
the future society in Buck Rogers doesn't
really stand for some possible collapse of
human values into the pit of ultraModernity, that might occur once the
lessons of the late 1970s have been
forgotten! Rather it's the late 70s that are
the problem: the future society stands, as
it always stands, for us. The Interstellar
Disco Space Olympics, with its sportingevent analogues to Roast Beef and
Strawberry Shortcake Pills, and its
relentless alien spandex, and its defectors
from Planet USSR...it's a reflection of
nothing but our own shallowness.
And so the reactionary solution
proposed by Buck Rogers is
horrifically misconceived,
empty of positive force, empty
of idealism, because what it
offers as a remedy is just more
of the disease. Nobody
changes. Nobody grows.
Nobody learns. And disco,
unsurprisingly, doesn't save us.
The reactionary recipe doesn't
even make it back to John
Wayne, it just stops dead at
Aaron Spelling. "In my time
we had a little thing called boogie-ing
down, we had a little thing called
decadence...maybe your decadent future
society should give it a whirl, maybe
decadence is the solution to this whole
decadence problem you've got going on
here, you ever think of that?" Even today,
the tawdriness of it can make me shudder.

And admittedly it is just some Pressed
Entertainment Product, it was just a job, it was
just made to be a commercial thing, without
pretensions...but then, so was The Avengers, and
so even was McMillan And Wife, and they
managed to say something very different. And
just a few years earlier. And when I said I don't
hate this Buck Rogers show, I wasn't lying, you
know. But I would be lying if I said there wasn't
a time when I did hate it...Which was the time
when it was made.
Jung once remarked that in the setting of a fairy
tale, to win the lady is always nothing less than
to win one's own soul...thus to begin the process
of psychological maturation. And so the future
is always feminine, it seems; because the
mystery of what constitutes a "home life" itself,
is the goal of all our detection. Who are we,
where do we come from, where are we going?
What's the human meaning of all those sleek
lines, and sleeker poses? What's modernity's
destination? Naturally, it's a question without
an answer, at least it's without a "proper" answer
-- the future is not yet fixed. Everything's still all
a-fizz. And it needs us.
Over on Our Side, it worked like this: put the
old-young man and the young-old woman
together, and take away the importance of their
specific past -- now what might they choose to
want, once they're freed of those causal
shackles? We find that we must wait a while, to
know what it will be. Wait for the unarticulated
prophecy, the open secret, to come out...wait for
the exploration of the new world to be
completed. But, it never does happen, and we
never do discover anything we didn't know
already. In fact we lose what once we did know:
Emma leaves Steed babysitting an ingenue,
flipping their roles fatally...he sinks into his
career, like a flower into mud. Grows old. She
just vanishes. And I'm not saying that's where it
all ends, but...that is a place, one of the places
anyway, where it stops. That future that no one
now remembers: the future of one past's own
imagining for itself. Soon Buck awakens, and
puts on his dancing shoes. Wilma Deering starts
hitting the Breck, and she hits it hard. The secret
just wanders off.
There's the odd reason to think we missed it, and
at least in some sense knew what we missed.

Certainly there were plenty of good
business reasons for all the "reunion"
programs and various reboots of old
properties that began in the mid-to-late
1980s and to one degree and another
continue today...but the commercial
rationale in itself isn't sufficient to
explain the consistency of tone among
these various efforts. Which might have
been anything, but which was very
aggressively nostalgic...possibly because
those reboots that were less nostalgic, also
seemed significantly less successful.
What the audiences desired being plain:
narrative closure, and reassurance,
preferably in the same neat package. But
simply allowing the desirability of those
two wishes may not be enough to explain
the phenomenon fully; because it seems
to me that they were really just imperfect
substitutes for the real prize, that treasure
most impossibly hard to attain...That is,
the flat-out resumption of the past.
Which also offers a particular sort of
newness, you see: because in the ability
to go and enjoy brand-new episodes in a
narrative, and interactions among a set of
characters, that were all long since put to a
hasty death...is that most fabulous thing,
the ability to not only re-have one's cake,
but re-eat it too. To pick up where one
left off, where one fundamentally cannot
pick up where one left off...
Well, nowadays we are experts at it, or we
think we are, but even we have to look
pretty far past the business rationale in
order to explain it.What made them trot
on back to Mayberry, or Oscar Goldman's
office? Why did it all have to be so
miraculous?
What were they looking for, in all of that?
Was it just: a second chance?
But there's only one kind of person who
wants second chances, you know. Who's
just that desperate for second chances,
that they'll settle for nostalgia...
Late at night, after all the sidekicks have
run along home, to where the heart is.

When I put out the call for writers for this magazine, one of the
first people I asked was Sean Witzke, who writes at
http://supervillain.wordpress.com . I expected something good from him
– Sean's a great writer, equally at home writing about The Prisoner,
the Wu-Tang Clan or Seaguy comics. What I didn't expect was this
magnificent piece covering the whole of Scott Walker's career...

SCOTT WALKER IS GOD
Sean Witzke
THE OLD MAN'S BACK AGAIN
The famous image of "Clapton is God" scrawled on a garage somewhere sticks with anyone who
knows anything about music. Partly because it's just so iconic because you can't say there wasn't
a time where whoever wrote that might have had a point to argue. Partly because whoever wrote
was so sure they had to tell the world. Partly because how much Clapton has invalidated it, turned
into lifestyle music, written pablum about his dead child that is so saccharine and empty some
musicians actually took it as a challenge to see how much further they could push it. Clapton sure
as fuck isn't god, we know that now. He's just some guy who played guitar really well in an okay
band, then a great band, then another. He was the best on his instrument, equally mastering it on
a technical and personal level. He was someone who found a way to speak through his instrument,
maybe. He might have just been a guitar player who was better than Harrison but worse than
Hendrix. Then slowly sank into his position as an old man who occassionally puts out a blues cover
album once a decade. It's music I buy my dad for christmas. It's fucking lifestyle music, and the
galvanizing force of the man in his twenties might as well not even existed if we didn't have that
image in our heads of "Clapton is God".
For a while there, you heard people say the same thing about DJ Shadow. And I agreed with
them, I mean listen to the way the beat is constructed in "Blood on the Motorway" and tell me
that there's someone better at doing what he does in that same way, that punch your heart that
much. Shadow was a man behind a sampler who could break your heart, personality and soul
shining through the technical mastery. In fact they might have been one and the same. The
problem was that within three albums and a singles/ b-sides comp, Shadow had the urge to
rewrite his public persona as a master of sample-based beatmaking - maybe the only one that truly
learned from DJ Premier's high standard example. Shadow intentionally dodged the public
perception of him, releasing an album called the Outsider where he did everything but what his
audience wanted from him. Some of it was terrible, some of it sounded rushed or incomplete, or
even boring. But some of it - such as the collaboration with David Banner, "Seeing Thangs" - was
revalatory. Maybe he painted himself into a corner. But the idea of Shadow being God is kind of a
ridiculous statement now and I couldn't tell you why other than he's kind of destroyed that image
himself. Sure, this man could improve on Axelrod, could take John Carpenter dialog clips and
single-note Bjork keyboard riffs, obscure jazz and prog from the far-flung corners of europe and
turn it into transcendant cohesive songs. The only dj who appeared in Scratch who refused to be
shown performing. But really he's a guy who's thinking of how he's percieved, who's more
interested in doing something different than doing something excellent. It's interesting, and it
surely hasn't discounted him as a great artist. But calling the dude God is almost as laughable as
Clapton.

Rakim has called himself "the god emcee" and with good reason, Rakim is to rap music what Alan
Moore is to superhero comics, someone who introduced a new level of complexity to an art form

that wasn't expecting it. Rakim would break his
lines into fragments, creating internal rhyme in
world where the biggest precedent was singing endrhymes. Rakim also defined a confidence that few
could even fathom before he showed up. Rakim, it's
believable, it's understandable that he could be
called the god emcee. Sure, he isn't as good as he
was when he was with Eric B. and his rhymes are a
little too self-righteous these days but he's still the
best that ever did it, right? I find it interesting that
when you hear the phrase "X is God" those are the
three musicians that spring right to mind. I'm sure
that it's been said a myriad of times, about
whoever's saying its favorite band usually. It's kind
of a meaningless phrase. But I have found myself
saying "Scott Walker is God", and I feel like when I
say it, it's not hero worship. Scott Walker, and his
long, confounding career, can't be qualified in the
same way as many other artists.
YOU COULD EASILY PICTURE THIS IN THE
CURRENT TOP TEN
Scott Walker is one of the Old Gods, in the Jack
Kirby parlance. In the opening of Stephen Kijak's
documentary 30TH CENTURY MAN he's
compared to Orpheus, gone to the underworld,
returned permanently damaged. Scott Walker is the
last man standing on a barren landscape, screaming
into the darkness. Trapped inside his own head.
The noises keep getting louder and his fists are all
bloody from pounding them on the ground. Scott
Walker is the last moral voice of humanity, a
madman confessing his crimes, a sadist and
collaborator telling you his crimes in a south
american bar somewhere ten years after the war
ended, an expat living in exile explaining to you why
Europeans will never understand American culture.
He's a weeping husband at a crime scene. A
prisoner who wide-eyed never raises his voice above
a quiet drawl. He's the last of the old crooners, he's
the only true artist left singing pop songs. He's a
singer who disappeared for decades only to come
back to release one album a decade, each more
stark and horrifying than the next, going from love
standards to Jaques Brel covers to existential
originals drowned in strings to ballads from the
perspective of torturers to opaque saxophone-laden
slow motion surrealism to abrasive paens to the
dead american mythos to now. Now, where a song
is just as likely to be about the disinterring of the
body of Claretta Petacci or an expressionist play-by-

play of a disease spreading across a city.
He's a fringe weirdo who makes opera for
people who hate opera, a man atoning for
his pop star past, writing his way out with
violence-imbued acts of contrition, song by
song. He's an autodidact and a showbiz brat,
a man who went to a monastery not to get
away from the world but to learn gregorian
chant. He's a recluse, spending 6 years to
record a song that's ten minutes long and
which makes no sense. He is one of the New
Gods, impossible to reduce to a simple
description - - having no real peers in his art
form, no clear line to draw his influences
from, messilly inspiring swathes of musicians
who are mostly british but largely dissimillar.
At 66 he is a valid artist in a way that no
one else in his art form - not even David
Bowie or Brian Eno - could hope to claim.
He is a name that's mentioned in hallowed
tones, held in a kind of awe by people who
make records for a living. He's a mess, and
yet remarkably singular. He's a man
chronicling a world of constant nightmarish
tension, yet he is not a fantasist. Scott
Walker, to paraphrase another New God, IS.
EXCEPT WHEN IT BEGAN I WAS SO
HAPPY I DIDN'T FEEL LIKE ME
He's a voice in your head. The part that
screams about the horror of the world while
you sit in silence. There's really two or three
Scott Walkers - he's not a chameleonic
performer, not in the context of
Dylan/Bowie public personality manipulation.
He's thankfully free of artifice, but there is
"singer" Scott Walker and "writer" Scott
Walker, possibly even segmenting the writer
off into pre- and post- NITE FLIGHTS eras.
Before he is a heroic voice of unadulterated
emotion, backed by an army of string
arrangements. After he is ever-increasingly a
man alone, occassionally screaming over a
cluster of percussion. But there is a
melancholy and darkness in the heroism, and
there is a strident tone to the voice of the
lone man. The first Scott Walker song I had
ever heard, "On Your Own Again" off Scott
4, is a gorgeous fragment of a ballad, a
rememberance of a long broken relationship.
Walker ambles his way through a year of his

life, distracted by the chaos of the real world

under the song, for example. "Big Louise"

("heroes died in subways") before returning to

crystalizes with the line "she's a haunted house

how for a short time this romance took him out

and her windows are broken". Increasingly as

of himself. It's about as close as we get to

time goes on, though, Walker begins to stop

Walker on the early records, as personal as he'd

adding these details to conventional songs and

ever allow.

begins making the details the focus of the
work. NITE FLIGHTS marks a change in

"The Old Man's Back Again (Dedicated to the

Walker's lyrics - the first four songs on the last

Neo-Stalinist Regime)" is maybe Walker's

Walker Brothers LP are essentially a Scott

greatest acheivement in either era - - equally

Walker EP, the first of the long second stage

political, a character piece, a stunning

of his career. The subject matter got darker,

arrangement, a vocal showcase - - it's hard to

the voices are disguised and electronically

see the Walker of Tilt writing something so

processed - it's worth noting that Scott Walker

directly incisive. Or so tuneful. The lyrics paint

doesn't sound like Scott Walker a lot of the

fragments of life under the new regime -

time on Nite Flights. The echoing shouting of

moments of bread lines snaking through the

"DEAF DUMB BLIND DEAF DUMB BLIND"

streets, a woman weeping
in the snow, a great arm
reaching down from the
sky, a young soldier
unsure of the world
around him. The
arrangement is truly
brilliant - bass clunking
along in the left channel
ontop of a distant
delayed second voice,
Walker repeating lines
buried way down in the
mix. The guitar and
drums compressed into
one rhythm track on the
right. Layers of strings
miles above the conventional instruments, slicing
through the track when they need to, but also
adding fullness along with a chorale. Walker's voice
is above even the strings, soaring and stentorian
but lilting downward every few lines, denoting the
weariness of the subject matter - he's in combat
with the strings in a way, they slide in and out of
sync with him. The slowness of his voice on the
song's dark punchline ("his mother called him
Ivan... then she died") and then his strange scatting
on the fade out - are indicators of theme as well as
the level of control that Walker has had in his
instrument.
SOMETHING ATTACKED THE EARTH LAST
NIGHT WITH A KICK THAT MAN HABIT EYE
Across his entire career - Walker's best work is
about details. "It's Raining Today" lives and dies
on the throbbing bed of atonal strings that live

on "Fat Mama Kick"
sounds like it's coming
fromt he other end of a
tunnel while power tools
are running, its sleazy
bass groove seems
completely alien, the kind
of thing Orpheus would
never deign to allow on
his albums. "Shutout" is
far too hurried and its
guitars too piercing to be
anything less than the
frenetic spilling of words
that Walker lets forth,
paranoia mounting in
each verse. His voice is
equally detatched and desperate, unsure of
what to do next. The title track is easier, the
most Walker Brothers song on the record,
but the track itself is too spaced out, the
lyrics too oblique. "The Electrician" is a
languid, strange piece that concerns itself
with the romantic aspects of torture - it's
also one of the most beautiful songs Walker
has ever written. It is the demarcation point
between the two Scott Walkers, embodying
aspects of both - - horrifying subject matter,
strings that are at times ambient walls of
tension and at others gorgeous pastoral
soundscapes conventional, almost classical
instrumentation, the voice is coldly
manipulated then gives way to warm and
lush instrumental sections. If there is a
before and after, here is the exact middle.
Released five years later, CLIMATE OF

HUNTER is maybe the only record in Walker's
entire catalog that could be called dated, if only
for the very specific sound of the production on
many of the tracks. It is a minor complaint, but
Walker's body of work is largely timeless - even
the very 60s production of Scott 1-4 has been
referenced so much it's now "classic", because
now that's what good strings sound like. Climate
is Walker's most dreamlike record, sonically and
lyrically - "the windows are ringing" is so
gorgeous and evocative - perhaps it seems not to
fit because Walker isn't screaming into the
blackness of his soul for 60 minutes straight.
It's looser, but
these are still
conventional songs,
more conventional
even than the
caustic shards of
pop songs on Nite
Flights. There are
moments where
you can hear Bowie
and Eno, or
Tangerine Dream's
rich warm textures
on "Sleepwalker's
Woman", in the
clouds of throbbing
horns on "Six" that
seems to happen
independantly of
the rest of the
song, that you can

This becomes the template for the Drift as
well, Walker's voice is alone against immense
arrangements. There is no melody to speak of.
Walker often sounds on the brink of tears,
overwhelmed. Othertimes he's a narrator, one
who is accusatory of his own story. Or
complicit. Legitimately industrial percussion,
walls of clatterring machinery, shimmering
rattle of mining equipment far in the distance,
slow martial war drums - - the half of the
songs which have percussion at all. Never are
drums used as a basis for Walker to sing over.
He is always a counterpoint, always removed
by a layer or two.
Walker's lyrics have
now become one
with his voice,
intonation and
emphasis are the
same thing as the
words themselves.
"You and me
against the world"
doesn't quite have
the same meaning
without Walker's
desperation, the
quiver in his pitched
voice.
"Bouncer See
Bouncer" sees
Walker just close

feel a largeness that seems to be missing on

enough to a factory
for all the noise to seep into his conversations,

Climate. The closing record is too small - just

scratching pencil on paper as he speaks. Then

southern-tinged barroom guitar - it's the one time

the screams come in the distance, "spared I've

on his solo career Scott Walker is grasping for

been spared all the handles a body could

legitimacy in that horrible 90s comeback record

handle". The glimmer of light, the silence of

way. But the lyrics are still Walker, concerned

the noise, is given to Walker's loving

with bodies and night terrors. It's the weakest of

description of boxing play-by-play is quieted

Walker's "official"records, but really how relative

and the hammerring noise begins again,

is that?

squeaking stress on a door somewhere. "Don't
play that song for me, you won't play that

I KISS HOLES FOR THE BULLETS

song for me" - the voice stops and the factory
sounds continue, the tape deteriorating

Then there's TILT, which suffers only when held

towards the end before it is overtaken by the

against THE DRIFT. It's a masterwork, sonically

next song. The first two minutes of "The

singular - owing almost nothing to any other

Cockfighter" is shuffled papers and Walker

musician. It is Walker self-replicating, feeding off

mutterring unintelligibly, until we're

of nothing but his own ideas. Creating the music

interspersed with the sounds from inside the

he hears in his head. They're not songs, not in

factory, a cacophony of hammering drummers

the same way that everything before it are songs.

all playing in wave. "It's a beautiful night.

Garcia, a cigarette for the prisoner" a horn

try and sing along with Walker and be

blaring a discordant as Walker compares this one

overtaken. To fixate on minor sonic

to these over here, cycling high pitches in each of

manipulations and ignore the big picture. To

the stereo channels as Walker's voice loops

let it wash over you at full volume. "Rosary" is

around us, low in the mix, his voice returns with

the bleakest moment on Tilt, the shortest

the strings, talking about gambling markers and

song, the most minimal. Just Scott's voice and

disease. Everything is fragments, he is never

a guitar playing minor notes, too busy to be a

talking about what we think he's talking about. In

proper rhythm. Nothing else. It's a naked song,

30TH CENTURY MAN, he mentions that the

wailing as his voice gets louder. "But I've gotta

songs aren't meant to be taken too literally and

quit" he says over and over, ending the record

that he finds an idea thats usually political and

on an unfinished thought - leaving us hanging.

expands out to a more personal singular notion.

What is this about? Does it matter? Tilt is

Walker is an existentialist in a way that few are -

Walker at his most impenetrable, his most

he makes every aspect of life into a challenge of

unwelcoming. But he ends the album saying

the self.

everything we need to know, showing us

Tilt, as a whole, never

everything we need to see. "And I've gotta
quit... and I've

settles on one idea for

gotta quit"

too long, or one
emotion. It is not easylistening, if anything its
intent on creating
anxiety. "Face on
Breast" turns a whistle
into a scream in the

WHERE DO THE
SEWERS GO
THEY GOTTA
GO
SOMEWHERE I
KNOW THEY

distance, it's drums a

CAN'T EMPTY

racing pulse inside your

INTO THE SEA

head as you run, slowing
down as your breathing

GOTTA GO
SOMEWHERE

gets heavier. "Patriot (a
single)" begins with

Walker's two

"see how they run",

songs written for

conventionally built on

Ute Lemper's

Walker's voice and

PUNISHING KISS

strings blossoming into

album, one of

Ligeti-style cycles of

which only

strings echoing into nothing, then drops into

appeared on a japanese import version of the

Walker slurring syllables and a medieval wind a

album, are in a way the final product of Tilt. It

bras punctuating each pause. "The good news

is the same manner of production and

you cannot refuse, the bad news is that there is

composition, the same kind of lyrics, the same

no news", a phrase who's meaning changes each

strange turns of phrase and building walls of

time Walker says it, embodying an almost

sound from small sounds into massive

religious tone even. What is this song about?

constructs of epic noise. Is "Scope J" about

What are any of these songs about? Why this

human trafficking? A serial killer in a russian

instrumentation? Why the digital flourish when he

town? Rubles and bootleggers populate the

says "swirls and collects"? What is he trying to

song, details are the only important thing in

say?

this woman's world - "the dagger not the
knife", "never settling snow", "long flowing

The urge to question - "what does this song

ribbons again". The way in which the choruses

mean? what is this about?" is a wrong step - the

build - and they are choruses strangely enough -

better question is always what does this song

into massive towers of looping strings and

make me feel? All of Tilt is meant to make your

repeating two-note guitar riffs as she screams

chest get tight and your head feel weightless, to

at the top of her lungs is stunning. The way

she cracks a smile nine minutes in as she says

an impersonal-person narrative of Clara,

"she's cut her to ribbons again", laughing at the

occassionally slipping into second person. A

horror of the situation. "Lullaby (by-by-by)" is

kind of fascist LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD,

the rarity, the import-only track. It sounds like

the feeling of being lost in a place you've

incidental music from a 70s science fiction show,

known for year. Wafting through minor detail

it's Night Gallery music. She whispers, intoning

of the rooms, the mural on the blue vaulted

the voice of a snake oil salesman, a baptist

cieling, "his strange beliefs about the moon" -

preacher, a remedy man, a minstrel show. The

the music is a score, an embellishment.

long barren tone of a dead horn. The fucked up

Locusts, the sound of the world outside and

thing about this song is how close it comes to

the staccatto punching, grunting in frustration

legitimate salvation, the rising heavenly strings

and we hear her voice "sometimes I feel like a

straight out of Scott 2 as Lemper's voice soars

swallow...". Walker uses the metaphor of a

higher and higher and higher, brought down by

bird trapped in an attic. The chaos, the horror,

the bitterness, the harsh realities of capitalism

Walker's description of the corpse. It drops to

and a harmonium being played in the other room

a whisper, a heron off in the distance, horror

to the rattle of loose change. "Tonight my

strings shudder to life - the pounding drum

assistant will pass among you. His cap will be

circle too low, as Walker intimates the act of

empty. Nonni nonni." The song is in equal parts

freeing the bird from the attic as some kind of

about salvation and commerce, about hucksters

closure, but the very act itself is unsure.

and saviors.
AND I FELT THE NAIL DRIVING INTO MY
NOSE HOLES CAKED IN BLACK COCAINE

FOOT, I FELT THE NAIL DRIVING INTO
MY HAND

THE DRIFT, Walker's latest album released in
2006, truly cements Walker's focus on texture

"Jesse" is the closest thing to a song on The

and detail over everything else. The record is

Drift, and fittingly it's sung as Elvis. To his

essentially nothing but voice and atmosphere and

dead twin. About 9/11. A guitar struggles to

sound effects, truly its the kind of record that has

reach our ears through a muddy effect.

been foleyed as much as it's been arranged.

Lynchian ambiences as Walker starts

Jarvis Cocker told Walker that he liked The Drift

screaming and the strings rise. "A building left

better than Tilt because it sounds like a radio

in the night" says so much more than anything

drama. It starts with a snarling guitar riff and

explicit would have. The desperate way in

drums that sound like hoofbeats. The first track

which he sings "I'm the only one left alive"

"Cossacks Are" is about the morning paper, the

unaccompanied. "Jolson and Jones" turns into

Weegee photographs of the murder. The

footsteps on cobblestone street, a limp

scaremongering of the war, as they're charging

towards us heard from a window. The violin

in. Charging in the fields of white roses. It's self-

seems increasingly strained. He screams "I'll

congratulatory, knowingly morbid in it's humor.

punch a donkey in the streets of Galway",

The Drift is the darkest of Walker's albums but

hears a flaw in a woman's voice. The footsteps

it's also the funniest. The phrases "you could

suddenly stop.

easily picture this in the current top ten" on Tilt
or Climate. Or Walker complimenting a suit, a

"Hand Me Ups" is an assault, drums upon

swanky suit.

drums, arabic singing (though it could be a
prayer), Walker screaming. When it stops,

"Clara", a song that might be about the

when we're allowed to breathe, a saxophone

execution of Claretta Pettacci, who was

straight out of a Tom Waits record replaces

Mussolini's lover. It's too long, too strange to

the noise, we're given details of a murder by

just be about that. Running water, a woman's

primitive means "Brain running down the long

voice, "dipped in blood in the moonlight, like

spear... from the wound in the eye hole" - it's

what happened in America", and we hear a

the music of missionaries being killed by

thudding uneven percussion - which is actually a

cannibals, violin imitating a woman's scream.

man punching a slab of pork in order to simulate

Sex in the room above you, the pee pee

bodies being shot and beaten. The song shifts to

soaked trousers, the audience is waiiiiiting. A

zither. The torn mudded dress. A metallic tone, a
sound that bends in the middle, like a buoy is the
percussion on "Buzzers", Walker. Cannibalism
and whispers, he's done boys. He's done boys.
"Psioratic" is a shell game, Walker starts
speaking as a con man, his language still full of
pathological argot "Bite the negro come on
sucker" "jadajadajingjingjing". "The Escape" is
true terror, the kind of funny that serial killers
laugh at. The kind of specificity, the rack focus
of detail, the intelligent playfulness of wrong
language ("The car in front follows the long way
around"), the frenetic terror of grabbing someone
and shaking them ("you and me against the
world you and me against the world you and me
against the world world about to end world about
to end world about to end"), the tools of horror,
the impotence and anger of the Donald Duck
voice - a moment that is LITERALLY sublime,
the drums thunking out the same beat once
again.

through the silence, fleets of fighter planes
advancing on top of you, "IMMUNITY.
WON'T FEED ON THE BODIES." More
than anywhere else, this is the song where
Walker is most consumed with the physical,
with noise and bodies, with fluids and tumors,
"when the voice flooded semen clotting to
paste, can't swallow it then bear it". A man
wanders a TB ward, spreading disease as he
plays his horn for children. Cancer is evoked,
Walker repeats the banging Bam Bam Bam
Bam but nothing echoes back. Then stops.
Scott Walker's work has been consumed by
the need to evoke a moment through detail,
but even on SCOTT 4, that manner of
songwriting is still there. All along he has
written this way, but the structures he works
in have, more and more, favored texture,
sacrificed conventionality in the name of
imagery. Even the sounds on his records are

"A Lover Loves" is the doppelganger of "Rosary"
only without the raw emotion of the former. It's
once again just Scott Walker's voice, unadorned,
and a guitar. But instead "A Lover Loves" is a
mockery of humanity. It doesn't function as a
song, Walker stopping every few seconds to got
"psst psst psst" to something or someone we're
unaware of. Walker talks about the song while he
sings it - A waltz for a dodo. Bolero for boys. A
polka for Tintin - as he talks about something
that may or may not be about necrophilia.
"Bodies motionless for seconds at a time".
Everywhere that "Rosary" is a naked exposition,
"A Lover Loves" is wry and angry, giddy in the
fact that it's not emotional at all.
CAN'T TURN FROM A CROTCH IN THE
DARKNESS TO TURN TO THE VALLEY OF
A KING
"Cue" is the centerpiece of the record - a
chronicle of disease. A flugelhorn plays a simple
couplet as an atmosphere builds, Walker starts
speaking, not even singing really. He describes a
man pounding his glass on a bar, "Bam Bam

imagery, the expansive strings are imagery,
there is no part of his work that doesn't exist
to create an image in the listeners mind. For a
such a singular artist, for someone with such
an identity, with a world so large rising out of
his mind - Walker's work is one of fragments,
of moments torn open and given to us as
images, without context of any sort beyond the
sounds we're given. Scott Walker isn't God,
that phrase is meaningless and empty, it's the
kind of thing that people who buy Jimi Hendrix
box sets say, it's the language of the
thoughtless fan. The only way it works is to
place Walker above his peers, and truly he has
few. An irreductible artist, the kind of person
who's work isn't something you listen to for
fun, but because it means something. It means
something in a way that random song I heard
while fucking someone in a backseat, record I
played after my grandmother died nonsense. It
means something in a way that this song is
about the holocaust, this song is about the
starving children, this song is about sex
trafficking. No, Walker makes fucking art. I
seen a hand. I seen a vision.

Bam Bam" and then seconds later we hear him
pounding it out. The pounding haunts Walker
throughout the song, knocking constantly,
hounding him. He lists points of contact - "stars
let to sky, lash let to eye, herpes to clit, then
stops". The screaming wall of strings punches

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

A Discourse On The Minor Works Of Grant
Morrison, With Respect To His Adaptations
Of TV Series Originally Created By Mr
Sydney Newman
by Andrew Hickey
Before Grant Morrison became GRANT!
MORRISON!, comics rockstar and reinventor
of superheroes by appointment to Warner
Bros., he was a jobbing comic writer in the
UK, writing for whatever publisher would
take his work, whether it be writing Zenith
for 2000AD, or writing Zoids, a tie-in to a
now-forgotten toy line of Transformers
knock-offs, for Marvel.
A lot of this work has a reputation among
Morrison's fanbase as being minor lost
masterpieces, his Zoids in particular being
rated as among the best work he's ever
done. However, some of his works are less
rated – especially his work on TV tie-ins
Doctor Who and Steed And Mrs Peel, both
of which barely rate a mention when it
comes to discussing Morrison's work.
And to be fair, this is because they are not
especially good works.
Steed & Mrs Peel is far and away the best
of these works. Based on the TV series The
Avengers (there's already a successful
comic series of that name, hence the title
change), it's a simple runaround story
involving Steed and Emma Peel reuniting to
investigate the kidnapping of Steed's later The story – about someone who wanted to
assistant Tara King.
join a club for inventors of games, and
after being blackballed set out to kill them
It manages very successfully to conjure up all, while leaving ingenious clues to their
the feeling of the TV show, while also
deaths – is actually rather closer to the
having a scale that the TV show could only Batman TV series than to The Avengers
dream of, aided by Ian Gibson's wonderful itself, but it feels like exactly the kind of
art:
thing that The Avengers always did.
The interesting thing about it though is that
while Morrison and Gibson seem to have
an intense love of the series itself, both
(Morrison in particular) seem rather to

despise Steed as the embodiment of
British class privilege, and the villain turns
out to have been driven to his serial-killing
ways by being bullied at Eton by Steed
and his friends (Steed still refers to him as
'four eyes' decades later). In retrospect,
it's easy to see in this some early signs of
The Invisibles, which would combine the
aesthetic of The Avengers (and the ITC
shows it influenced) with a class-war
worldview which saw people like Steed as
The Enemy.
The other 'cult' TV show (co-created, as
was the Avengers, by Sydney Newman, a

nearly twenty years before which hadn't
been seen since (the cyberleader had
seen the Doctor and Jamie on 'planet 14')
and 'explains' it by... well...
By having the Sixth Doctor go and get an
aged Jamie for good and adequate
reasons, then visit the water planet Marinus
(from the fifth ever Doctor Who story, which
no-one had seen in twenty-five years)
where it turns out that the Voord (a race of
aliens from that story, never seen since) are
evolving into the Cybermen – Marinus,
Planet Fourteen and the Cybermen's

Canadian who was involved in some of
the most 'quintessentially British' TV ever
made) for which Morrison wrote comics
was Doctor Who, another show for which
Morrison has professed a love in the past.

homeworld Mondas all turn out to be the
same place.

Morrison did three stories for Doctor Who
Magazine in the 80s, and again, they're
really not his best work. While Alan Moore,
for example, used his DWM backups to
completely reimagine the Doctor Who
'mythos', Morrison's stories are minor
pieces.

Now, this could just be fanwank – and
rather a large part of me thinks it is – but it's
so fanwanky that I can't help but feel it's a
subtle satire on the TV show as it was then.
For the previous few years the show, under
script editor Eric Saward, had become
increasingly concerned with clearing up
minor continuity points at the expense of
such less-important (to uber-fan Ian Levine,
who had the ear of the production team)
matters as characterisation and plot.

One that is of interest though is his longest
piece for DWM - “The World Shapers”, with
art by regular DWM artists John Ridgway
and Tim Perkins. This is quite the most
ridiculously fanwanky piece of writing ever
professionally published. It takes a
throwaway comment in an episode from

(This kind of thing makes Roy Thomas look
like a rank amateur).

Was Morrison satirising stories like Attack Of
The Cybermen and Warriors Of The Deep? I
don't know. But I do know that had

someone suggested a 'the Voord become
Cybermen on Planet 14' story to the
production office at that time, they would
probably have exploded with delight.
Morrison's final work for DWM, though, was
a rather lovely little story with art by Bryan
Hitch, about the Seventh Doctor, feeling
depressed and like his existence is pointless,
helping a few cells from a gestalt
consciousness make their way back to their
colony, curing the colony of the virus that
infected it, and regaining hope himself as a
result.
Culture Shock is by far and away Morrison's
best work on these licensed characters,
and the only one which really showed the
way he was growing as a writer. It's a
shame that Morrison's only work on these
characters and concepts that influenced
him so much is effectively juvenilia, and
one has to wonder what he would do now
if given the same free rein with the Doctor
or the Avengers that he is (apparently)
given with Superman and Batman.

And that's almost it for the
first issue of PEP! There's a
bibliography at the end, but
other than that, there's nothing
else new here.
Next issue comes out in three
months time, and will feature:
Seven Soldiers
A Beginners Guide To Cybernetics
Smile(y Smile)
The Prisoner
Cerebus
UKIP: Threat Or Menace?
And much more... send in your
letters for publication. PEP! 2,
out in May.
And to finish with, here's a
reprint. The Mindless Ones (
http://mindlessones.com ) are a
group of comic bloggers who also
decided to bring out a 'zine –
Prism – at the same time I was
starting to put together PEP!,
and they asked Sean, David, Bill
and I to contribute. While their
'zine is strictly a comics one, I
think anyone who enjoys this will
enjoy that. The name of their
zine comes from their hypothesis
of a 'Prismatic Age' of comics,
so for the end of our magazine, a
preview of theirs. From 2008,
Bot'swana Beast talks about the
Prismatic Age...

THE PRISMATIC AGE
Botswana Beast
“How long would you say Heroic Ages last, Wally?”
- Jay Garrick, the Flash (I)
“Twenty years, according to Jones and Jacobs. The Golden Age lasted until
1955, the Silver Age until 1975, but the Dark Age just ended in ‘95. That’s why
it’s still too early to say what this new age is going to be called yet.“
- Wally West, the Flash (III)
Flash #134, cover-date Feb 98, script by Mark Millar & Grant Morrison
It always comes back to the Flash, in the end: from a purely DC pantheon angle,
it’s easy to see how the missing middle mantle above, Barry Allen, and his death
(“outracing the tachyon at the heart of the Anti-Monitor’s anti-matter
cannon…[he] became one with the other side of light.” - so impossibly romantic,
that) resonate with the term “Dark Age”, certainly as used pejoratively.
Seems only natural, then, that the Scarlet Speedster should be a key figure in the
reconstituting of a shattered mythosphere; cursory details in part one, and I
should - I suppose - add here that this sort of classification is, by nature, a
slippery business - as any one phase of an allocated historiography, I should
imagine, ends, elements of the incoming dominant paradigm are in play already
and the ending is hardly a full stop, so much as a gear shift. I got the Marvel
Vault for my birthday: a lovely present, the sort of thing you’d not buy for
yourself, unless minted, but would really quite like to own, and looking through it with particular note to the contents of the perspex pouches, openable for
naughty universe touching, smashing replicas of Bill Everett sketches, Marvel
restaurant menus, that sort of thing - it became fairly evident that that
publisher’s phases could effectively be divided up into 10-11 year slots: the
relatively smooth transition from monster mags to Fantastic Four and the Hulk,
the company’s first dip back into superheroes, is strikingly evident seeing these
things side-by-side, for example.
The text itself, I should say, is a fairly superficial bit of shill-work from Roy
Thomas who gets the chance to refer to himself in third-person surprisingly often,
and really the only major benefits it offers over Les Daniels’ Marvel: Five Fabulous
Decades of the World’s Greatest Comics, where I first encountered the Heroic
Ages categorisations that exorcise me presently, is modernity. (And the
polypockets, with their precious minutiae. Giving the lie to Daniels’ presumably
well-intentioned duplicity about Stan Lee only ever having a snout in that one pic
as a prop by having ‘The Man’ sucking/about to suck a lungful of the Noxious
Weed in every single pic is really only an extraneous bonus.) Also it became
apparent books like Jungle Action and Luke Cage, Hero for Hire which to some
extent, perhaps retrospectively laughable, represented a move toward urbanity and
ISSUE-concerned comics (e.g. Black Panther fighting the Klan) began publication
around 1971-72, alongside other such socially motivated items as Speedy on the

smack and the infamous codeless Spidey drugs issues. Not so light, odd and popscience fun as, certainly, my notional Silver Age and - I’d like to believe, if you’ve
ever pondered this niche concern among niche concerns - yours too. We here at
MindlessOnes-dot-com don’t care to shirk the brutally simple, elegant-if-only-byaccident, solutions though and all I want to do is basically reaffirm the
Jones/Jacobs model, a simple, cyclical, top-down, entry-point framing, whilst
shifting it maybe a teeny-tiny bit - done! sort of.
I’d actually misremembered the page-top citation to such an extent whilst writing
post one, way before the big boys and girls linked here, that I thought it was
Nightwing, probably one of my three least favourite ever superheroes - beside
Gambit, natch, and Harold ‘prurient conservative’ Jordan, the Green Lantern who spake it’s [in-continuity, would-be cavilers] truth. And I thought it was 17 or
19 years. The length. Of an era. What a relief, then, to reread the issue and
render my earlier scrappy workings entirely second-hand!
What’s the metric for defining this period in superheroes, ongoing from the midto-late 1990s, then? Essentially, I want to look at notable superhero comics or
runs from 1993 onwards and see if any grand unifying theme, or recurrent
characteristic, like the grime and ‘realism’, the serious-facedness, of the Dark
Age or the quiddity, the constantly reshaping body and brinks of science that
Silver contained, is in evidence. SPOILERS: I have a prefigured answer. It goes a
little something like this:

(Don’t worry, readers! Wally West is able to reconstitute himself in the end)

And that’s the new science: it’s proliferation, within the native comics medium,
and without, particularly - but not exclusively - onto cinema screens. The
metaphysics of brand penetration. It’s a multiplicity squeezed out through a few
specific lenses: the manifold reflection. In keeping with the image above that
strikes as so summary - justification cometh! - I’m offering the coinage of this
period, drawing to its close, in superhero books as: The Prismatic Age.
I had kind of thought of ‘The Streaming Age’ as a possibility, but it didn’t hold
quite as much water with the whole attendant qualities of light metaphor, and
mmm, it played quite good with the whole torrents affair but that’s latterday stuff
- maybe around 2012-14 we can start to get our highly-if-dubiously symbolised
pictorial, emotional and narrative aggregates shot direct into our brains? What a
rush(!) that would be, particularly if delivered in injection by two scary, beardy
men via plastic spiky armour tips. Cool jetpack, eh? Super shoes. Or ‘the
Shattered Age’, after that well-loved Image miniseries. But no.
It’s not as if I’m unaware that proliferation was an occasional standby in days of
yore; everyone met their antimatter opposites at one point and another, but it
wasn’t at all a commonplace device - too silly, unrealistic - of the 1980’s when
everything was singular, contemporary and probably really quite miserable,
standing about moodily in the rain. Brutish, steroidal archnemeses like Bane,
Doomsday and Venom. Nor, I think and I’m out on a ledge-of-little-knowledge
saying so, was the occurrence of such either a consistent thematic motif or
particularly regular occurrence in the period between the late 30s and early 70s.
Look conversely, at 1994-5 and there’s the disastrous embarkation on the clone
saga in Spider-Man, Mark Waid getting deep into his cris-crossing time-and-space
romantic extended Flash family epic, James Robinson’s dynastic Starman and Kurt
Busiek’s Astro City, which was to anticipate numerous City of Heroes (to the
extent that it comprises a decent and interesting subset of what we’re talking
about here, as well as that computer game I always quite fancied but never
bothered with) comics, pre-eminent among them the likes of Top Ten and
Powers. Astro City is a handy citation too because it bleeds out of Marvels, which obviously - is also all about a city full of superpowered beings, and essentially, one
imagines, an opportunity for Alex Ross to paint his favourite Silver Age bits from
the publication history of a corporation whose bread-and-butter - probably 80-90%
or so of their output - had been this, admittedly, often fumbling magical realist,
psychogeographical tour of New York city and state.
Marvels was often quoted in these mid-to-late 90’s alongside Waid’s Flash as part
of a neo-Silver vanguard, reclaiming and reaffirming these lost or broken icons enshrining them, even. Neo-Silver, like Bronze or Iron, is one of these subdivisional
taxonomies that complicates a broad swathe reading but is a handy enough
codifier for then emergent moods and modus. It’s also easy to understand this,
essentially, reactionary reading and impulse among both conservative readers and
wounded corporations; as response to the attempted substitution of the two poles
of really all superdom, Batman and Superman, to seeing smaller ‘Universes’
founder and die, largely unloved and unremembered - “well, let’s flip back to
before it all went to shit”. What did you really love, after all? Affirmative
iterations, legacies, it turned out initially, as opposed to replacements.
Alan Moore’s Supreme, one of the early frontrunners in this Modern Age and also,
advantageously, published outwith the DC billet for extra flexibility power

see also 1963 for a Marvel pastiche and, latterly, Planetary which is fundamentally
an issue-by-issue assayal of that company’s character stable) and is, essentially many people will tell you and it’d be hard to dissent - the best Superman comics
of the 1990s. Moore’s first issue, #41, features the lead hero active behind the
process of his creation, of his continuities, witness to its’ functionality: heavy
allegory for the hard reboot, as a knowing, ‘meta’ pre-Crisis Superman, that is to
follow. It’s possibly noteworthy that among his other achievements in Superhero
Year Zero, 1986, Alan had capstoned this version’s story. Ten years later, in a fit
of - presumably - contrition, it was Oppositesville. The difference between this
and Captain Britain and his multiverse assembly is slight, but telling, in that
all Supremes are delineated
more clearly as part of a
gestalt vying for the central
role, for ‘timeliness’, and that
there’s no attempt to validate
or ratify by assigning each an
Earth-#. It’s a splintering and
dissonance from the tight grip
continuity that had grown so
dominant that DC had gone
to the trouble of eliminating
any and all ‘confusing’
alternates a decade prior;
additionally, it seems a more
honest and less flim-flam
portrayal of the actual
existence of these trademarks
in actuality; the internal- and
externalisation of the
legacy/ies to the lead
character.
I have to confess I’ve never
quite understood in superhero
discourse the hardcore fans
insistent onus on
“characterisation” which
seems to be, so far as I can see, the regular display of several underpinning tics
and catchphrases. (Benjamin ‘The Thing’ Grimm is troubled and thus “clobbers”
things.) A sham: of course their idiolect and methodology, the world they exist in,
shifts sometimes quite perceptibly, sometimes less so, when written by different
people. This is because these are different people, writing in different cultural
currents, with all that entails. Continuity - especially as gargantuan a continuity
as the serial history of Superman or similar, always - so far as I can tell - existed
in a flux-state, some parts active, others inactive. Over time, like a circuit board,
these parts change. Writers on a legacied character will tend to, almost
inevitably, highlight the period of their childhood where their defenseless
fascination had its inception.
The ideology of the Prismatic Age, what it insistently moves toward, is that all
parts are active, all of the time. While not necessarily visible monthly, nor are
they hidden or overwritten - this was the notion of Hypertime, never fully realised

but approached in the much-loathed-for-rule-breaking Kingdom. Summary of all
incarnations, a distillate. This is partly what I find so terribly aggravating about
the PopMatters piece that set me on this path many moons ago, apart from its
attempts to cloak in inscrutable terminology a daft enthusiasm for two largely
consequenceless and really quite markedly shit event-books from last year, is the
lack of understanding of either superheroes or, really, the postmodernism it touts.
Postmodernism is largely about (oh-ho-ho, I am going to tell you what
postmodernism is “largely about” on a comics blog,) textually, shifting loci on a
subject, a lack of definitiveness in portrayals and readings - to read Civil War(!!)
as somehow having achieved a permanent destabilisation of the superhero
archetype because it wasn’t about a binary black & white bone of contention?!
No: that ship had long since sailed, it was a pirate ship in a comic read by an
African-American child beside a fire hydrant, and the sole difference was that it
was big duopoly franchise comic events that were dealing, ham-fistedly of course,
with the supposed issues: none of which were terribly worldly, one of which was
sort of, if you squinted, slightly topical. Boring, kneejerk Dark Age scions, really Civil War literally ordains the Keene Act, for Rao’s sake! The spirit of this age
seems to me throughout to have been essentially one of recapitulation and of
remixing, in this case 2006 remixed 1986 badly - but this is also how you end up
with Batmite as a Jungian portent of impending demise
As a node to read the era through, I imagine you won’t go much better quality
and substancewise than Grant Morrison’s JLA which delved into the earliest
recorded (Western) Heroic Myth and affixed Greek God meta-identities, albeit
extra-textually, to the titular heroes. In doing so he, typically, superceded Moore’s
point in what was to be his last issue on the aforementioned Liefeld-vehicle,
delivered of course via a giant Kirby cosmic head: Gibsons, Wylies and Moultons,
maybe chuck in a ‘Doc’ Smith and these were the pulp roots of a premier
superteam. Flash fact: that character doesn’t appear to have, speedsters don’t as
far as my research goes, any pulp-age antecedent and just seems to go the
straight path way back to Thoth-Hermes.
Morrison’s JL fought (alongside,) became and met primarily, if not exclusively,
alternate counterparts of themselves, through a spectrum leading to direct binary
opposites: the Hyperclan, the WildCATS, Elseworlds/Imaginary Stories dreams,
the Injustice Gang, an ‘ultimate future dystopia’ version of the team, Justice
Legion A, the Ultramarine Corps, the reintroduced Justice Society, the Guardians
of Wonderworld (it’s no mistake the putative ur-Superman character there is
named Adam-One: all superheroes sprang from his rib,) another Injustice Gang,
most of the prior incarnation and, finally, the Crime Syndicate of Amerika. There
are also numerous tributaries in and out of this - pointedly and probably most
importantly, the somewhat contentious (Morrison believes, Warren Ellis doesn’t)
notion that the Ultramarines pre-empted The Authority who embodied another
strong strand of the modern age, the autocratic superteam.
Certainly, Midnighter and Apollo, the gay Batman and Superman of that title, did
appear initially as part of a direct Justice League analogue and Ellis also had has
Planetary baddies - the Fantastic Four by any other name - kill the superpowered
trinity that spearheads the group, so it’d be safe to say he was well onboard the
‘variations on a theme’ bandwagon without invoking, additionally, the many eras
+ summary nod to the future of Batman in his Planetary/Batman. There was

also Joe Kelly’s latter run on JLA which featured a replacement League and and
an ancient one in a particularly baroque storyline, albeit one which served
reasonably as a direct addendum to the Morrison run and his later reincorporation
of the Authority/Stormwatch Black (Ops) concept into the DC Universe proper,
JL Elite. Oh, and Marvel reintroduced their tyrannical League, the Squadron
Supreme. There’s other offshoots, such as Moore’s paedo-league in Top Ten, the
very enjoyable JLU cartoon and I guess Chuck Austen’s Worldwatch is probably
the horrid porno version and so on, but this is fairly evidently a seven-(or so)point lightstream that’s pinged about the block a bit in the last decade-anna-half..
Earth-2, the graphic novel, featuring the aforementioned CSA, stands fixedly at
the crux-point between modalities of the League and Authoritarian superteam. It
consciously reintroduces the possibility of a multiverse, 13 or 14 years after this
had become effectively verboten, pitches the team into what, certainly, a cynic
like me would consider to be a far more accurate replica of our world in terms of
its workings, and has them try and fail to impose their better, stronger and
kinder order onto it. Earth-Prime as they called it, long ago - the point is rather
hammered home by authorial avatar Alexander Luthor giving the titular,
appendant nomenclature to the JLA’s Earth. The book is of particular interest
because it effectively summarises both approaches to ‘the real’ that the modern
era had taken - the CSA are a sideways expansion of the brand, a versioning of
the JLA, this lateral occupation of ideaspace is their real existence, pursuing full
amplitude.
As can be seen above, this is what that comic was all about, but here is full circle
with opponents occupying the diametrically antonymic space; ethically, visually
and spatially on either version of the cover - the positional tendencies of the
League are thereby finally, fully redefined through juxtaposition; incrementally
pushed on. So too “our” world, despite the author-surrogate’s complimentarily
noble, doomed self-portrait (”…what have I done?…why do I always fail?”) The
Authority, too, always fall back to the centre, despite their best attempts to go
after “the real bastards”, because of the inertia of an essentially conservative
(however psychedelic and occasionally leftist or libertarian idealist) form superhero comics chasing “a better world” as raison d’etre are like trying to flip
the planet's axis with a spatula: impossible.
This though, I’m sure, is what people are referring to in our milieu when they talk
about “deconstruction”, positively or otherwise. DC characters seem much more
capable at facing ontological variances on the page, so to speak, so the Marvel
aspect of the Prismatic Age is more about their, generally, quite successful
feedback looping into other media and into the alternative, new-reader friendly,
but also summary and recapitulatory Ultimate line.
Marvel are basically a more capable corporation to the former’s sort-of charity
wing of a massive multicorporation status, so far as I can see. They have
embraced multiplicity to an extent, with most recently Iron Fist’s place in a
lengthy lineage of mantle holders and battling with one old thematic nemesis
alongside five other new ‘ultimate weapons’ much like himself or Captain
America’s replacement and recent spate of fakes, be they shapeshifting Skrull or
Supreme Director (there were four, non-original, Captain Americas in Marvel
Comics in the last month alone.) Their current event comic, Secret Invasion, has
in fact offered the tantalisingly awful possibility that in fact many Marvel heroes

were replaced by Skrulls before the Dark Age which serves only to further
illustrate the major bulletpoint of the Prismatic Age: that supervillains, with the
possible exception of archnemeses (those dark mirrors of the soul,) are almost
entirely irrelevant - nowadays the superheroes’ battle is onanistic, with
themselves. Iron Fist writer Matt Fraction did, I think, recently describe his (day)
job precisely as breaking apart and putting together these toys.
It’s harder to see, and I know having created the notion that I may be purblind to
its’ flaws, many big duopoly books nowadays that aren’t about the mantle and
the iconography of their actual title primarily. From fairly diverse sources, too:
Brubaker and Morrison, for example, share little stylistically with one another and
probably yet less with - say - editor Mike Carlin who appeared to be the guiding
hand in Prismatic Year Zero, mid-1993, the Reign of the Supermen. It’s
interesting, and perhaps one of the thin consolations of following works-of-manyhands-several-inept, to consider a force acting on superhero books divested of any
one actor. Again and again this pattern seems to re-emerge, perhaps due to a
number of factors:
•that creators are not overly invested in pushing new creations because the
readership is generally unresponsive and because, they know by now, they will not
be adequately rewarded for their efforts should they make such a breakthrough.
Conversely, Mike Mignola is probably doing very well indeed, thank you. What
remains is some kind of fascinating interbreeding, like royalty.
•that these trademarks have a cyclical, quite fascinating, existence - ultimately
corporate hands are responsible for their upkeep but the pressures of maintaining
their original home, their appearance in the media that birthed them and with a
somewhat linear continuity, creates unusual conceptual side-effects.
•that this is still some aftershock response to a period in time when Dark Horse
were in a position to try and buy Marvel, an act of preservation through prolific
brand-seeding. I don’t know how much these things effect writers who generally
start as fans, nor about marketing and trademark maintenance; I kind of wish I
did for purposes here, but do - on the other hand - regard it as something of a
black art.
•various positions which are basically less realistic or materialistic but rather
more valorizing of the material and conceptually probably rather strange, such as
affixing superheroes to the much longer and nobler lineage of heroic fiction and
mythology; some of this work is being done in situ.
I’d be interested in hearing about competitive taxonomies here. I do know Alan
David Doane has being playing the Fan-Fiction Age of Superhero Comics song for
a while now, which is basically ascription one above plus some evocative phrasing my two word dismissal is mentioned atop this post: Roy Thomas, who was really
the first faunlike devotee to make such a living, nearly forty years ago. I’ve not
encountered many full narratives covering the last fifteen years in the game,
would like more, and please feel free to burn holes in this - it’s hugely incomplete,
it doesn’t mention (except now) metacritiques such as Marvel Boy or X-Statix
which were fascinating books in and of themselves, becoming yet more so in this
context, and it took three months to write up.

Further Reading
So that's it for PEP! Issue 1. We hope to have another issue for you in
about three months, but in the meantime, here's a quick... not exactly
a bibliography, nothing so thorough, but some books you might like if
you liked this...
The Invisibles by Grant Morrison et. al. - One of the most influential
comics ever created, and Morrison's magnum opus. A story spanning space
and time, and involving John Lennon, the Marquis de Sade, blatant ripoffs of Michael Moorcock and non-linear storytelling. What more could
you want?
Faction Paradox: The Book Of The War ed. Lawrence Miles. While this is
nominally connected to the Doctor Who universe, it's about Doctor Who
in much the same way as Ulysses is about classical mythology. Endlessly
inventive, and one of the densest science fiction books I've ever read,
it's also the nearest prose counterpart to The Invisibles I've come
across (talking about both books with Richard Flowers, who read this
first, he said of The Invisibles “it's like Faction Paradox if Larry
had spun it off from 60's ITC spy adventures instead of BBC Doctor
Who”) and the parallels are truly striking.
The Fabric Of Reality by David Deutsch. The pop-science book I always point
people to if they want a brief summary of some of the science I talked
about in my “Why Gavin Is Wrong (But Also Right)” post, the explanation
in here of Frank Tipler's Omega Point hypothesis was also a huge
influence behind parts of The Book Of The War.
Who Sent The Sentinels? By Andrew Rilstone. Originally released as a free
pdf download from Rilstone's site, and now also available in a paper
copy, this completely redefined comics criticism, and inspired both
myself and the Mindless Ones in our respective 'zine attempts.
The Liberal Moment by Nick Clegg manages to sum up the basic principles
behind the Liberal Democrats far better than I would have thought
possible for a leader who has a rather bland reputation. Not perfect,
but extraordinarily good given that it's by the leader of a major
political party.
Anathem by Neal Stephenson is a science-fiction novel of ideas – one of
the only books where you'll find yourself thinking “Enough of the ninja
fights! Get back to the pure mathematics!”
And remember to read Prism number one, which should be out any time now
at http://mindlessones.com .
See you in three months. Until then, keep young and beautiful.

